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Brian Michael Jenkins, Rand Corporation
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Wednesday, 8 June 1983
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at Arlington
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Closing Remarks Colonel Charles R. Linton, USAF
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF THE TERRORIST ADVERSARY

Brian Michael Jenkins

The Rand Corporation*

July 1983

This meeting focuses on the behavioral aspects of physical

security. Our research at The Rand Corporation has for the past ton

years focused on the opposite s ode of that issue--the behavior of the

potential adversary. Although our research has addressed the posiiblhi

motivations, capabilities, and m•odus operalndi of a wide spectrum of

adversaries including those who might be motivated by ideological,

economic, or idiosyncratic reasons, one particular category o'.1

adversary--the political torrorist--has dominated our attenltiou..*-

In the course of that research we have addressed such questions as,

• Will terrorists attack a particular type of target?

SHlow do terrorists measure their own success? U

* Will terrorists ever employ weapons of mass destruction?

• Will terrorists go nuclear?

Answers to these questions depend on presumptions about the behavior of

terrorists and terrorist groups. This is a realm of few axioms. Little

systematic research has boen done. Government agene.ies are concerned

more with the pragmatic problems of defense against terrorism--1low do we.

protect our embassies against takeover by terrorists?--and generally

have been reluctant to support basic behavioral research. Data is hard

to get; until recently, few terrorists talked. Indeed, what we know

"about the terrorist mind today may be compared to what the outside world

Views expressed in this paper are the author's. own and are not.

necessarily shared by Rand or its retsearch sponsors.
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knew about Africa in the middle of the nineteenth century. A person in

London, Paris, or Berlin knew the general shape of the continment, anld .1

few explorers had traveled up the Afritean rivers and returned with their

observations. But for the mo"t part, it. remained tarra incoguitfa for

Europeans, a dark continent. So it is with the terrorist mindst)t today.

We have a handful of observations, a few notions, some assumptions, and

some assertions, but some of the ideas seem as fanciful as those demons

and sea monsters that ancient cartographers put at the far edge of what

they knew.

Today I would like to share with you some of the things we have

learned about terrorism in general and the terrorist adversary in

particular, and identify a few of the many questions that remain. We

begin with a paradox!

Despite increasing government success ito combating terrorists, the

total volume of terrorist activity worldwide has increased during the

last ten years. It is a paradox that frustrates governments and

confounds analysts.

Governments have become tougher in dealing with terrorists. More
and more governments have adopted hard-line, no 0oncessions, no negotia -l ii
tions policies--a marked change front the situation in the. early 1970s

when governments often gave in to the demands of terrorists holding

hostages. Terrorists who seize embassies, a popular tactic in the 197Os, Pq

now face arrest and prosecution.

They also risk being killed as more and more governmeius have H
demonstrated their willingness to use force vieP.ro-er oo*;riblc to end

hostage episodes at home and abroad. When Arab *,r,._?Pt:.-:; ,.d the

Iramian embassy in London in April 1980, the Britu.sh go' •:nrmot. refused

to meet any of their demands and later sent in SAS ct.,.itwudos .o rescue

the hostages. All but one of the terrorists were killed in the assault.

Terrorists who seek worldwide publicity and political concessions by by .. ,

barricading themselves with hostages now must also contemplate being

shot.

Governments sometimes still make secret deals with international -4

terrorist groups, offering freedom of movement in return for immunity

from attack; but with some exceptions, governments appear less inclined

6 .
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to "patrole" imprilsoned foreign terrorisul s..•ip ty I o avo d fUrthehr

attacks•

At the techaical lvel, govornmentr. have become more prof.icinl•l

in cou•bnt ing terrorism. They have skillfully used offers of reduced

sentences, conditional pardons, now ident ioties to key witnesses and

other inducements to persuade at least some terrorists to provide,%

information about their organiz~atiu:;. Italy has been particularly

succo.ssful in exploiting the so-called "repentauts," as they call.

apprehended terrorists who havo ttiken ad(tvlltage of a new law providing

reduced nontences in return for informatlon. rho willingnuss of

capturad Red Brigades members to talk was one of tbie key factors in 1

the rescue of General Dozier ;, 1982. Th) collect on and analysis of

intelligence have improved. Interilitional cooperation has increased,

Physical security around like.ly terrorist targets also has greatly

increased. It is harder now, though still possible, to smuggle weapons

aboard airliners. Embassies have become fortresses. Diplomats and top

executives ofteo travel in armored limousines with armed bodyguards.-.

Specialized tactics and skills have been developed for use in hostage

situations.

Worldwide, thousands of t:errorists have boon arrested or compelled

to go deeper underground. Some groups have beon virtually destroyed.

Others are hard-pressed by authorities.

Most of the Red Brigades now roiside in prison. German police

captured the operational heads of the Red Army Faction in December of

last year. Eleven members of the FALN, a Puerto Rican separatist group,

wore apprehended in Illinois three years ago. One of the most wanted

Puerto Rican separatist bombers was recently captured in MIesico,

But despite these undeniable achievements, the total volume of

terrorist activity in the world has not diminished. Like tbh. Hydra--the

mythical many-headed monts.ir that grew two heads each time one was

severed--terrorism persists, even grows, despite defeats. Authorities

are able to suppress terrorists at least temporarily, but thus far have

been unable to reduce terrorism at least not easily, without resorting

to unacceptable methods of repreo,.ion.

7 .



Old geoups survive. Now groups appear. Thoy are genorally

stilatler, more tightly orgalio. d at thei operat eioAl lovel Inad harider t~o

petnetrat(, Some, Amns less structured at the natioual level and harder

to predict, always more violent.

Exact Ligures vary accordiug to the source of information,

collection criteria and procedures, but the trajectory of terrorism

continues upward. While in some countries terrorist activity has

declined, It has increased in others. Terrorism declined sharply in

Italy last year but exploded in France. The number of terrorist

incidents in Israel dropped sharply aftot Israel's invasion of Lebanon,

but the number of terrorist attacks on Isrte li and Jewish targots abroad .4

went up.

Governments may be able--and morn willing--to pursue local

terrorists than those who cross borders, to carry out their attacks or

who attack targets connected to toreign governments. Counting local and

international terrorism together, we see a slight decline in the total

number of incidents since l980 but a 13 percent annual increase in the 1
number of deaths caused 1by terrorists, Lookitl-agtt xnterpnat lf

terrorism by itself, the picture is worse. The first three years of 1

the eighties have shown nit a tnnalnnIl IiCrtlse 1in interant jonal torrorism

of approximately 301 percent--twice the rate of increase in the 1970s.

Overall, terrorist activity has increased four-fold in the decade since A

the Munich incidelnt.

This is not to say that terrori'sm has been a success. Nowhere, N

this side of the colonial era, have terrorists yet achieved their own

stated long-range goals. Terrorists are able to attract publicity to

themselves and their causes. They cause worldwide alarm. They create

crises that governments are compolled to deal with. They make

governments and ;orporations divert vast resourcos to socurity measurtes, .

Occasionally they win concessions. In several instances they have.I

provoked the overthrow of governments, usually by elements willing to

use repressive tactics with less constraint.

Terrorists have been unable to translate the consequences of

cerrorism into concrete political gains. Nor have they yet revealc.d

a conviincingly workable st-'ategy that relatos terrorist violence to

8 !
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positive political powert. In that sense terrorism has failed. It

is a fundamental failure, ironically ons recognized by early Marxist

revolutionaries.

The paradox works on both sides. Despite their failure, terrorists

persist in their struggles. Why? Are terrorists irrational or simply

slow learners? Probably neither, but they are capable of self delusion.

Professor Franco Ferracuti, a noted psychiatrist who has studied Italy's

terrorists, suggests that terrorists wage fantasy wars. The presumption

of war permits violence that would otherwise be unacceptable. It is,

however, fantasy because the rest of society does not share the i

presumption.

In fact, ctut off from most normal contacts with society, having

only each other to talk to, terrorists live in a fantasy world. Their

organizations are extravagant assertions. They imagine themselves to be

armies and brigades. They believe themselves to have legions of

supportevs or potential supporters on whose behalf they claim to fight,

but their constituencies, like their military formations, are largely

imaginary.

Terrorists carry out operations they believe are likely to win

widespread approval from these perceived constituents. But they do not 4

always seem able to distinguish between a climate that is favorable to

them because of what they do and a clim&te that just happens to be

favorable to them. Terrorists, like the Weather Underground

Organization, who were active during the height of the protests agAinst

the Vietnam War mistook anti-war sentiment% fcr pro-revolutionary

sentiments.

Terrorists fall prey to their own propaganda. They overestimate

their own strength, their appeal, the weakness of their enemies, the

imminence of victory. And they continue to fight, for to quit is not

simply to admit defeat. It requires an admission of irrelevancy. It

removes the justification for violence.

Some terrorists may be less concerned with progress toward distant

goals, or the lack of i6. It's not winning or losing, it's playing the

game. They are action oriented rather than goal oriented. Terrorism

becomes an end in itself, for some because living a dangerous life

undergroand, oiling weapons, building bombs, endles.;ly planning and

9
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occasionally carrying out acts of violence fulfill some inner

psychological need; for others perhaps because membership in a terrorist

organization gives them status and otters them opportunities for the

continued application rof criminal skills which they have developed as

terrorists.

This suggests another reason why terrorist groups go on. Terrorist

groups are collections of persons with otherwise unsalable skills. They V
have membership, hierarchy, management, specialized functions, a cash

flow. Organizations are dedicaLsd to survival. They do not voluntarily

go out of business. Right now the immediate objective of many of the

world's hard-pressed terrorist groups is the same as the immediate

objective of many of the world's hard-pressed corporations, that is, to

continue operations.

They may restructure themselves to do so. They may revise their

goals. They may alter their operations. But they will struggle to stay

in business. It is an organizational imperative.

In the process of long-term survival, some terrorist groups are

changing their character. It costs a great deal of money to maintain a

terrorist group. Terrorists who do not receive financial support from

foreign patrons must earn it through bank robberies, ransom kid.oappings,

extortion, smuggling, participation in the narcotics traffic, all of i-
which require criminal skills. Gradually, the criminal activities in

support of terrorism become ends in themselves as terrorist groups come

to resemble ordinary criminal organizations with a thin political

veneer.

fIf the world's major terrorist groups sank into common criminality, p

"the problem of terrorism might diminish, but the. lack of progress and

the methods necessary to achieve it remain issues within the terrorist

ranks. As in war when neither side prevails, there is a tendency toward

escalation, and we see evidence of escalation in terrorism. At the

beginning of the 1970s, 80 percent of terrorist operations were directed

"against things, 20 percent against people. By the 1980s, approximately

half of all terrorists attack were directed against people. Incidents

with fatalities have increased by roughly 20 percent a year. Large-

scale indiscriminate attacks like the bombing of the American embassy r
in Beirut have become more common. In 1982, six terrorist bombings PI

10• :.f II



alone killed over 80 persons and injured more than 400. 1983 is

likely to be the year of the car bomb; 5 car bombs this year have already

killed 135 and injured nearly 600 persons. Civilian bystanders--those

who just happen to be in the wrong place at the wrong time--are increas-

ingly victims of terrorist operations, further evidence of growing

indiscriminate violence.

There are several explanations why terrorism has grown bloodier.

Terrorists have been brutalized by long struggles, the public numbed.

Staying in the headlines in a world in which incidents of terrorism have

become increasingly common and recovering the coercive power terrorists

once exercised over governments who have since become more resistant,

require acts of greater violence. Terrorists also have become more

proficient; they can now build bigger bombs. At the same time, the

composition of terrorist groups has changed as harder men have replaced

the older generations of terrorists who debated the morality and utility

of actions against selected individuals.

Although international terrorism has increased in volume, the

patterns have remained steady. Terrorists operate with a very limited

tactical repertoire. Bombings alone account for roughly half of all

terrorist incidents. Six basic tactics comprise 95 percent of the

total; bombings, assassinations, armed assaults, kidnappings, barricade

and hostage situations, and hijackings. No terrorist group uses all of

them.

The terrorists' tactical repertoire has changed little over time.

Hijacking airliners and seizing embassies to make political demands are

two significant terrorist inventions, along with kidnapping and leg-

shooting. Some terrorist groups have experimented with other forms

of attack but most groups stick to familiar tactics. Terrorists appear

more imitative than innovative. New tactics, once they are introduced,

are likely to be widely imitated.

One notable change has been the marked decline in barricade and

hostage incidents. Seizing embassies and consulates and holding their

occupants hostage became a popular terrorist tactic in the 1970s. Since

the seizure of the American embassy in Teheran in November 1979, the use

of the tactic nas declined. Increased physical security has made it

more difficult to seize government buildings. At the same time, the

11



odds against the terrorists having their demands met have decreased

while the chances of being killed or captured have increased. There

were 20 terrorist barricade and hostage situations in 1980, 10 in 1981,

and six in 1982.

It seems a success story? A combination of better security,

hardline policies, and greater willingness to use force have dissuaded

terrorists from seizing embassies, but not from attacking diplomats. , V

As embassy takeovers declined, assassinations and bombings increased.

Overall, attacks on diplomats went up.

The point was made in the devastating bombing at the American

embassy in Beirut in which 57 people were killed. Security of the

embassy had been improved to prevent takeover by terrorists, the embassy

had few defenses against several hundred pounds of explosives.

The dilemma is that terrorists can attack anything while

governments cannot protect every conceivable target against every

possible kind of attack. If embassies cannot be seized, embassies can

be blown up. And if terrorists cannot blow up embassies they can blow

up railroad stations, hotel lobbies, restaurants, or Horse Guard

parades.

Just how far terrorists will escalate remains a matter of debate

within the inner circles of terrorist leaders and conjecture by outside

observers. We could see more of more of the same, no great change in

tactics or targets, the continued ragged increase of terrorism as we

know it today. Or we could see escalation in the form of increasing

events of large-scale violence. At the far edge of plausibility are the

scenarios that fascinate newspapers and novelists in which terrorists

acquire and use or threaten to use chemical or nuclear weapons to hold

cities hostage. Almost every terrorist group probably has contemplated

the utility of violence on a larger scale. And, for the most part, they

have rejected it. Unless we are talking about high technology

terrorism, the constraints on terrorists are not technical but rather

are self-imposed and political.

Occasionally intelligence sources, terrorist publications, or the

testimony of defectors give us a glimmer of the arguments for and

against such operations. The more moderate among the extremists argue

that apart from being immoral, indiscriminate violence is

12
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counterproductive. It alienates perceived constituents (even if they

are largely imaginary), causes public revulsion, provokes extreme

countermeasures that the organization might not survive, and exposes the

operation and the organization itself to betrayal by terrorists who have

no stomach for slaughter. Harder men and women counter that wars (even

fantasy wars) are won by the ruthless application of violence.

If recent bombings in London, Paris, Beirut, and Pretoria are any

indication, the hardliners are prevailing. In hideouts of the Red

Brigades, Italian police last year discovered a frightening terrorist

plan to attack the Christian Democrats political convention--an

operation that if realized would have resulted in the deaths of dozens

of people. Smarting from their defeat and withdrawal from Beirut, PLO

chief Yasir Arafat reportedly is under pressure from hardliners to

abandon his current "moderate" course and permit the creation of a new

Black September organization to wage a worldwide campaign of terrorism.

The recent car bombing in Pretoria represents a new and likely to be

bloodier phase in the struggle of African National Congress guerrillas

against white rule in South Africa.

It is difficult to argue for ccnstraint in an organization

comprised of extremists who have already taken up arms, especially if

things are not going well. Terrorists are by nature not easily

disciplined. Terrorists with too many scruples drop out, are removed,
or go along with hardliners to maintain their position of leadership.

Governments grow tougher and more efficient. Terrorists persist

and grow more savage. And terrorism increases.
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A primary reason that selective violence - terrorism - remains a mystery is
that those who orchestrate the strategy know about us. about our society,
about our way of life, about how we think and what we believe, 1hey know
our frame of reference, our contradictions, our confusion, our vulaerabilities;
in short, they know more about us than we know about ourselves. While we
seem to have internalized little from Socrates' "Know Thyself," \it seems
apparent that terrorists have paid heed to an equally important axiotn\, "Know
Thine Enemy."

We have a great capacity to be well read and informed but not necessarily
knowledgeable. I am amazed each time I visit a bookstand with the
proliferation of "hMe, Me, Me" books selling like hotcakes and making their
respective authors wealthy. Their theme is all too familiar. "My diet; You
too can do it; Get rich like I did." To quote the title of Dr. Wayne Dyer's
book, "The S Is The Limit." The various cults abound as do their
devotees.

There is an array of evidence that suggests we are more self-oriented today
than ever before; at the same time, we may know less about what is
happening than anytime in history. Have you taken notice of the dexterity
with which individuals project blame for error, when self is threatened by
error or mistake, to the nearest thing available, other than themselves?
When was the last time your mechanic said, "It's my fault; I didn't fix it."
And while the tendency to project responsibility for fault has always been a
part of human kind, I would submit never on the order of magnituide found
today. Nothing is ever anybody's fault. The essence of the dilemma faced
by management may well be that nobody is responsible for anything.

To a great degree you and I are the products of hundreds of thousands of
stimuli bombarding us since early childhood -- a bombardment with the
precise effect of shaping the tastes, attitudes and values we hold today. It
is this hierarchy of the value system that comprises the little discussed nor
fully understood affective domain of the mind. I suggest change has been at
work.

Ariel Merari was recently quoted as saying, "If terrorism stops
terrorizing -- if it ceases to have an explosive impact on public
opinion -- then terrorists have an innate tendency to escalate in order to
recapture headlines." I agree. But, the day I read this I could not help
but ponder the notional reversal to this statement. Suppose for just a
moment that terrorists know that when their acts fail to capture headlines,
the balance theory of acceptable behavior has been altered and they are free
to intensify the violence of their deeds. Remember the old joke from the
psychology lab? One rat said to the other, as he saw his researcher
approaching, "I've got this guy well trained. Everytime I turn right at the
end of the maze, he has to give me a jelly bean."

I believe in the hierarchy of tastes, Attitudes and values. Tastes are shallow
and the easiest to alter; attitudes are deeper and more difficult to sway;
values are deep and changed only by altering the more shallow parts of the
hierarchy and then over some extended period of time. Have yours and mine

17
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been altered? The absolute answer is -- Yes! But, the degree of change is
extremely difficult to gauge. The old argument that we hold certain universal
values - constant values shared commonly and to the same degree by all
people - was disproved. Neither power nor wealth could withstand the test.
Just as tastes and attitudes are ever changing and vary among people, values
are too. Change a person's value system and you change his behavior.

How change is brought about is an interesting phenomenon. It can result
from either a random number of stimuli received by the individual through
happenstance or it can be achieved through a cognitively developed
methodology where control is exercised over the stimuli to which the
individual is exposed. Understand, of course, that perfect control can never
be achieved. Stray inputs will always occur. The world of advertising is all
too familiar with this facet of psychology. In fact, it is their bread and
butter. Some do better than others; but, all have some effect, But, the
most fascinating aspect in advertising must be the willingness we evidence to
cognitively allow mind play in shaping our tastes, attitudes and values. We
know what they are doing. Each day in our lives is an interesting snapshot
in time. We allow our minds to be focused hundreds of times between dawn
and dusk. We read papers; we watch television; we listen to radio. Our
awareness is peaked on the thrust of today. Peaks and valleys occur as the
days change one to next; but always left in the passage of each is some small
residue that awaits reinforcement or refutation. Tastes can change; attitudes
can alter; values may sway.

For just a moment, I would like to take you back two decades to this same
time in the year 1963. Remember? Vietnam was a place no one had heard
much about. We had finished putting Cuba and the Soviet Uni.n in tiheir
place. President Kennedy was alive and well. And narcotics? Narcotics
were evil. Assuming a legal search and seizure, a trooper caught with an
ounce of marijuana was all but guaranteed of being sent to the slammer, a
convicted felon.

Here we are in 1983. Without dwelling on the other three issues then
current, the war on drugs goes on. While we may share the same tastes,
attitudes and values we did twenty years ago, the size of the drug market
clearly indicates that a "whole bunch" of people do not. Apparently they
"like" drugs. In-fact, the balance theory of acrz 'table/unacceptable behavior
has been drastically altered.

As those same twenty years passed, much was written about the decline of
our social foundation -- the church, the home, the family -- and the
resultant effect. Similarly, books like The Ugly American, Street Without
Joy, Future Shock, and A Nation of Strangers came and went, their apparent
implicatmns misised by he'-multitude. Instead we witnessed an amazing
phenomenon, the emergence of the "single interest" group as a means of
accelerating change. In far too many instances, change seemed to serve the
sake of the individual and not that of the nation, at least in my view. Were
we growing apart of together? There is, of course, some good or bad to
almost any change wrought by man; but, whether good or bad is not the
issue. The issue is simply that many of our former assumptions, our
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constructs, about society may now be invalid. Many of us tend to be fixated
day-to-day on specific tasks or problems as opposed to interrelationships.
Most frequently our jobs require focused thought. I know, for example, that
this nation has undergone drastic social and psychological changes in only
twenty years. That is cognitive thought, easy to grasp and support with
fact. But, what about the true meaning of these words? What are their
implications?

In preparing for these remarks, I gave this issue a great deal of thought. 1
had to, simply because social psychology is all about interrelationships
between the individual and the group; about membership and reference
groups; about formal and informal power; about structure, anchorages, value
systems and change. The example I chose was that "group" we often refer to
as the "silent majority." I set to paper those tidbits I would attribute to this
value system. A subsequent sampling of a few people through discussion and
open-end interview leads me to speculate that the silent majority has either
undergone change or they do not really exist.

I found attitudes and values I did not anticipate. On narcotics I heard such
things as" "Drugs aren't too bad; maybe heroin is, but not Marijuana or
Coke."; "The drug war is a waste of time: nobody goes to jail anyway.";
"It's sort of like prohibition, we ought to make it legal and tax it. If you
want to use it, pay for it."; "If being a homo is O.K., so are drugs."; "Most
people use it, they just don't say they do." And on terrorism: "Terrorism is
here to stay; there's nothing we can do about it."; "A lot of it is our fault;
we always back the wrong guy."; "It's too bad- but, that's the way things
are." On the embassy in Beirut one said, "I don't see how we can act
surprised; we're pretty dumb; we ask for it and we get it." Another
commented, "Those guys (in Washington) can't get their act together; they
just do the same thing over and over again." One even said, "I find it
interesting; the boob tube makes it a program that beats all of the other
stuff that's on; it's interesting."

I guess that statement is true; through the medium of TV, a terrorist event
is sort of like being seated at the arena to witness the latest spectacle of the
Lions vs. the Christians. After all, we can always hope the Christians will
get in " lick or two. -

I conclude that terrorism is now an acceptable form of behavior, as long as
the acts are not too outrageous. To paraphrase Starkist, the only cavnat
seems to be, "We want terrorists in good taste, not terrorists who taste

good." Good taste in this context relates to such things as nuclear
terrorism. From the responses elicited, it seems that balance theory has not
yet had time to make this form of terrorist behavior even moderately
acceptable. Nuclear terrorism is going too far-; it would not be in good taste.
In fact, I would hazard that such an act would constitute a blunder on the
highest order of magnitude analogous only to Napoleon's Waterloo or Hitler's
opening of the Eastern Front.

Interestingly enough, not one person interviewed felt "touched" by terrorism.
What they seemed to be transmitting sounded remarkably like, "If I don't
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bother them, they won't bother me," When the issue of attacks on U S.
businesses abroad was mentioned, responses varied: "That's our governmenit's
fault."; "They probably are meddling around."; They shouldn't do business
over there." Psychologically, the use of the word "they" and not "we" is
extremely interesting. It indicates a total separation in self identification
with the membership group to which they obviously belong. All the persons I 4
interviewed represent business and, beyond that, management. They are
mature, educated, traveled, and at least moderately intelligent- they go to
church, raise children, and are, to some degree., affluent. All admit they
have changed in some way. N
Each of us belong to a wide array of membership groups. Suine are
recognized entities such as our agency, company, or, for that matter, an
association. Others may be more generic or vague, such as those relating to
our speciality or avocation. We may or may not have much in common with
other group members. We usually join a membership group because it is
somethhig we have to, want to, or should do.

Reference groups are different. We belong to a reference group because of
some inner drive or commitment. What moves the group moves us. We
believe in our reference groups -- both the bitter and the sweet. We join
because we "need" to. In a reference group you never hear the word
"they," only "we." The notion of ideas is important; after all, everbody
should have at least one or two.

The interplay betwen individuals and groups grows in significance, My
reference group - my life if you will - may be your memberihip gro-p, Wh!'t
affects the group and, by definition, me, may not touch you at all. As an
example I offer the words, "Duty, Honor. Country," Internalized by some,
they represent a reference group in which many take pride; to others they
are merely words representative of a group in which they hold membership.
And, of course, there are those who could not care one way or the other -=

who find the words meaningless.

Our environment is complex. To describe it accurately is difficult. I
frequently use the Organizational Systems Model as a means of communication
because the major variables can be lumped in four convenient groupings.
Man's environment is nothing more than an organization: whether the world,
nation, agency, or company makes little difference,

There is structure - everyone accountable to someone - to provide
stability.

There is technology - man's developments - to provide livelihood
and further growth.

There is society - interrelationships between man and his
fellows - where he works and resides.
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There are goals and values - man's mechnanisin for self
motivation - that Maslow contended were dependent on a hierarchly
of needs.

Superimposed over these four intertwined and interdependent ;ubsystems is
management - the method and process through which we exercise control over
the environment and this thing we call civilization.

From a social psychological frame of reference, I believe this model is useful
in viewing terrorism. As most of you may know, I contend that terrorism is
both a process and an adjunct to strategy as opposed to a tactic. Terrorism
is a form of war, using many things as its tools and tactics: murder,
extortion, piracy, arson, assassination are but a few.

Having long argued this position, I am pleased to see others now voicing this
opinion. Hopefully this insight, this perception, will spread, enabling the
formulation of an anci-terrorist strategy capable of stopping what has been
called, "A Spreading Disease." (U.S. News and World Report, May 16,
1983.)

As a process and a strategy, terrorism is of the offense and not the defense.
Terrorism is an attack on our environment. It is an extension of power, free
to adopt all of the tools in man's array ranging from rhetoric to the threat or
commission of abhorrent acts. It is a strategy designed to dominate and
direct the actions and choice by nullifying the will of those who constitute the
target. It is a strategy designed to insidiously and incrementally alter or
change behavior. M

If this thesis is accepted, then reflective thought will show that. we have done
a good job in countering but two of the four subsystems offered in thle
Organizational Systems Model. We have countered in both structure and
technology. The state of the art today deals with "things" that, for tlhe
most, are tangibly related to both: executive protection, site hardening';
historical analysis; intelligence gathering on terrorist groups, their
organization, methods of operation and intentions; innovative hardware. and
hostage negotiations. Left effectively unanswered is the terrorist challenge in
the remaining two arenas of our environment: the psychosocial and the goals
and values subsystems. Less tangible because they relate to the inner nature
of man, they nevertheless are critical to success or failure. If the model is
valid. management's answer - management being the government of the United
States - must appreciate and account for this void.

Is the notion of membership and reference groups important? Are attitudes
and values critical to our vulnerability? I believe they are, After all, the
bombing attack in Beirut attacked someone's reference group. This point hit
home when I read The Wall Street Journal, April 21, 1983.

" . . . perhaps even more troubling is the psychological impact of such
acts as this week's bombing of the Beirut Embassy or the 1979 seizure of
the U.S. Embassy in Iran. U.S. officials fear that such attacks can
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induce diplomats and their families to shy away from or leave
assignments in high-risk areas."

Hopefully, as The Great Seal of the United States reflects, "God has sniled
on our undertakings. " The "green back" of our one dollar bill dep)icts th, f
great pyramid that stands as our society. The foundation - our goals and
ideals - is the building blocks that were carefully laid 'y out' forefathers
and their childrens' children, Thle top of the pyramnid - management. - is the
home of wisdom: the ability to see with clarity pressures from without, the
place of cognition. Upon these precepts our nation depends. Without them,
erosion will occur; the structure will crumble.

I suggest that the time is at hand to re-examine terrorism from the aspect of I
the behavioral sciences widely applying known techniques to both the cause V
and the effect. I suggest that we focus on the process of terrorism rather
than the products or events, I suggest in this more generic application of
the disciplines, we may develop the insight to a strategy that effectively
meets the challenge. The mandates of such a strategy may be axiomatic to
those precepts of Organizational Development.

o Long term i

0 Systematic effort

o Include whole organization

o Manage change

o Specified outcomes

Regardless of the model, Organizational Oevelopment or others used in Ut

combating terrorism, let there be no doubt that the strategy must include r
consideration of the psychological dimension of social behavior.

If the selective violence we face is founded in an offensive trategy, then an IT .

appropriate counter-strategy is required. A counter-strategy that is also
offensive. A counter-strategy that first reaffirms our society's value system
and highlights the advantages and responsibilities inherent in our republican
form of democracy. A counter-strategy that projects our values and seeks to
influence the psychological subsystem of those emerging political entities that
are seeking constructive change.

In reviewing the transcripts of the 1982 hearings before the Senate
Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism, it was interesting to note that in all F
the Eastern block's insurgency training camps, whether in Russia, Libya,
Angola, or Cuba, the focus upon forming a Marxist - Leninist value systemn
was uniformly consistent. The Eastern block appears to appreciate the need
for establishing common values.

I cannot help but wonder if we have lost sight of our national need to
educate our citizens concerning our fundamental values. In our, desire to 1?
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train our youth in thnclispin ,have we bypasged the neced foi
education - - for r'eaffirming our' nationail -alues? What implications Cali be 1
(lerived from a rtatis tic which depiclts a li-line in liberal arts degvees f'ront
20.4 percent. of all college grmiuat.s in 19(W) to 7A. percent, of the 1.981
graduating clatsses? Where are. our ttained specialists going t~o attain :uII
orientation to ottr tational values -- in their trade journals, ft'om their narrow
reference grouips, frort the "Me, Me" "How to" best sellers?

I would submit that there is a crucial need for out, b(Ahnvioral scit:otlt to~
recognize the requirement for their input inlto anl jmcgr toI.
counter- teevorisin strategy . To take the lead in dev(.,oping, a progtram that
wil, at least, expose our citizens to thu fi udamentals o'.' our r t~inival talueIA
system. The challenge is ours.

Admittedly, we are an open society; but, this should be our stron "lth not
our weaknoss, The problew transeends political boundaries , ~a(hlll~hii. a ~tiols,
agencies of government and the differences between government and rindxtry.
It is, in fact, a problem to be shared through the whole organization . which
in this context is the entire nation. History shows we can achieve any goal
that we as a people care to achieve. Blut, we must be of one mind, one
purpose, and most important -- committed.

1w
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EVOLUTION OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE IN SECURITY MANAGEMENT*

Next to his life and the lives of loved ones, man has valued his property
through out history. Many techniques have been developed over the centuries to
protect property against invaders or aggressors who threatened to take or destroy
it. As the factories and the use of hired labor expanded during the Industrial
Revolution, protective efforts developed f:; n simple, individual, proprietary
practices to more organized programs by larger employers. As a result, watch-
men or guards, who were considered "private police", were hired and dressed in
uniforms similiar to those worn by municipal police. They were also provided
with similiar equipment and were expected to discourage crime, particulary theft, -
on the protected premises. The use of guards or watchmen generally represented
the only security effort.

As such security programs were usually patterned after law enforcement
operations, their effectiveness depended to a great extent on the psychological
impact made by the watchmen or guards. Uniforms, badges, guns and other such
tokens of authority were used to promote the enforcement image and the uniformed
personnel typically carried out police-type duties. Following commonly accepted
police practice at that time, the uniformed personnel were organized and trained
to react only after an incident had occurred. Prevention or avoidance was not
the objective and the focus, instead, was on investigations, apprehension and
other police related activities. Further, there was a tendency of management to
often regard the uniformed security activity as a low grade, unimportant activity
in the organizational structure.

Personnel in security organizations of this type had a tendency to view
everyone with suspicion and they usually dominated those with whom they came in
contact. There was also a tendency to disregard the rights of individuals; the
personnel in the protection organization were at times discourteous, arbitrary,
arrogant, and even stupid in their handling of individuals and their problems.
This type of protection organization represented protection in and by itself in vi
the enterprise and could best be characterized as "carrying a big stick." As
a result, individuals who came in contact with such an organization had a tendency
to view it with hostility, fear, and distrust. This type of protection organi-
zation usually operated as a mysterious entity, generally in what might best be
described as a vacuum, and attempted to give the appearance that it had authority.
In reality, an organization of this type did not have any authority and was
really not effective in protecting the assets and personnel Gf the enterprise,
because the impact of the operation was limited to the psychological effect it
had on people and depended on fear alone to motivate results.

* The information in this discussion has been extracted from the Protection
of Assets Manual by Timothy J. Walsh and Richard J. Healy and published and
copyrighted by The Merritt Company, Santa Monica, CA
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\ýSecurity over the years developed a poor image because of the conduct
of personnel in security organizations and because of many examples reported
internationally in the news media of a disregard for human rights in the name of
security involving electronic surveillance, spying on individuals and the im-
proper use of money and sex. The distasteful and clumsy conduct of those involved
in the Watergate incident identified as security personnel is just one example.
Going back further in history, the abuses perpetrated by the late Senator Joseph
McCarthy in the early 19%g's under the guise of security are generally recalled
as a national disgrace.*- "he publicized poor performance of contract guards
has also made an unfavorable contribution **r•As a result, it can generally be
concluded that the poor image of security that had developed over the years
resulted in large measure because of a past disregard for human relationships
and for the rights of individuals. \

FACTORS INFLUENCING HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS

The situation changed in recent years because top management in progressive
enterprises began to recognize that security programs based on the uniformed
security operation were not effective. It was recognized that the constantly
changing fabric of society required that human relationships, modern management
techniques and behavioral science concepts had to be given emphasis in the
development and implementation of effective security programs. Also, that there
was a need to give attention to loss prevention or the avoidance of problems.
Some of the more significant factors that motivated this change in management
thinking are discussed in the paragraphs to follow.

The Knowledge Worker

Peter Drucker utilized the designation "knowledge worker" to describe a new
breed of worker who is more skilled and educated because of automation and new
technology.*** According to Mr. Drucker, this type of worker now dominates the
work force instead of the less skilled and poorly educated manual worker who
previously made up the bulk of the work force. According to Mr. Drucker, "For
the weapon of fear -- fear of economic suffering, fear of job security, physical
fear of company guards or the states police power -- which for so long substituted
for managing manual work and the manual worker, is simply not operative at all
in the context of knowledge work and knowledge worker. The knowledge worker,
except on the very lowest of levels of knowledge work, is not productive under
the spur of fear; only self-motivation and self-direction can make him productive.
He has to be achieving to produce at all."

* Thomas C. Reeves, "The Life and Times of Joe McCarthy." Briarcliff Manor,
New York: Stein and Day, Scarborough House, 1982.

** For a discussion of contract guards, please see James S. Kakalik and Sorrell
Wildhorn, a study of private police in five volumes. Santa Monica, California:
The Rand Corporation, 1971.

***Peter F. Drucker, Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices. New York:
Harper and Row, 1974, pp. 30 and 176-179.
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Because of the change in the characteristics of the present day worker
described by Mr. Drucker, the development and management of an effective assets
program is now more difficult and requires more imagination, innovativeness,
and a -eal appreciation for a more humane approach. Even with the manual worker
it might be questioned as to whether an authoritarian type of protection pro-
gram operated on the basis of fear was ever effective. A clever worker might
display the proper servile attitude expected of him while taking advantage of
the situation by developing a means of circumventing the protective controls
designed mainly to insure his compliance through fear.

The knowledge worker will be just as quick to understand that an authoritar-
ian program is neither realistic nor effective. The only difference between the
manual worker and the knowledge worker is that more of the latter will probably
discover the deficiencies of the program. Those who do not conspire to circum-
vent it for their own benefit may react negatively toward the enterprise for
allowing such a condition to exist. The result could be that the morale of the
entire work force might be adversely influenced. A large enough loss of assets
can certainly destroy an organization, but an enterprise may be destroyed just
as quickly because of the reactions a demoralized work force may have toward a
poor protection program not geared to the needs of the present day worker.

The New Generation

Another area that requires attention and understanding is what has been
described as the "now generation." Management executives at all levels, includ-
ing those in the protection organization, are being confronted by young men and
women who are becoming an ever-increasing proportion of the work force. As a
result, it is becoming essential that every effort be made to bridge the clner-
ation gap so that the members of this current work force can be under •tooo and
dealt with on an intelligent level.

Unlike workers of past generations, this new breed of worker is nol -till ing V
to accept requirements that appear to be arbitrary or those that do nrmý: eem to
be reasonable. Also, they are unwilling to accept incomplete answers to questions
but will have a tendency to question every restraint, and demand full explanations
as to the need for certain protection requirements. In short, they can be ex-

pected to reject an authoritarian type of protection program and will not be
motivated by fear.

In attempting to understand this new generation, it may be helpful to remind
ourselves that many elements of the lifestyle now regarded as new are really as
old as the history of civilization. Some examples may serve to illustrate this.
Long hair and beards for men were traditional in earlier times; drugs have been
utilized as long as history has been recorded; belief in nonviolence was an early
basic Christian doctrine; young people throughout history have rejected what they
have regarded as arbitrary authority; and they have over the years proclaimed
that individuals should be guided by their own individual ethical standards.
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It cannot be assumed that freedom of sexual expression, long hair, beards,
beads, tattered or well-worn casual clothing, bizarre accessories, a lack of
cleanliness, or any of the other elements discussed above will adversely in-
fluence work performance.

It may be natural for security personnel to overreact when confronted
with the uninhibited behavior of this new generation of worker or reject them
as "kooks." Those who adopt such an attitude and attempt to administer an
authoritarian type of protection program while refusing to understand the needs
of the new generation may find they are constantly having problems with the
work force in the enterprise because they are out of step with current require-
ments.

Women Workers

The impact of the ever-increasing number of women entering the work force
at all levels must also be considered. Until relatively recent times, women
employees were either temporary--working until they could get married--or those
performing permanent but what might be described as menial tasks in the organ-
ization. Wives of those who %,ere defined as being in the middle or upper
economic classes usually did not work outside of the home.

This situation is now changing drastically as more and more college-
educated wives from middle class families are now career oriented and are
beginning to compete with men for more responsible positions. This 'is now
possible because family sizes are limited and housework is easier to complete
because of the availability of labor saving appliances. Although women's
liberation may be a factor in this evolution, the more driving forces probably
are economic, social, and psychological. The efforts of the federal government
taken to insure equal opportunity for women have also most certainly been a
big factor.

Security personnel must realize that the movement for equal rights and
the influence women are having on every organization at all levels is real, and
that they must give consideration to this relatively new development while
planning a protection program. The movement cannot be dismissed as only a re-
flection of women's liberation--often characterized by the "braless look"
practiced by a limited number and by exaggerated demands made by small militant
groups. The women's liberation movement, of course, is also real; and,
although it is a small part of the overall movement of women to enter the work
force, it must also be given consideration in any protection plan.

Minorities

Another relationship problem requiring attention involves the constantly
increasing number of minority employees entering the work force. Individuals
in this group range from the highly intelligent college-educated to the
illiterate. Because jobs are regarded today as a significant factor in the
rehabilitation of socially maladjusted individuals, minority workers--many of
whom are defined as the hK-d-core unemployable who have no skills and have
criminal records--may be encountered in increasingly large numbers. These
workers, because they generally lack a feeling of social responsibility, cannot I!
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be dealt with in the same way as the more educated minority employee.

Many minority workers will not be motivated by fear because they have had a
lifelong experience with discrimination and law enforcement official harassment.
They will have learned to disregard any fear-producing motivation. Consequently,
an authoritarian type of protection program will usually not be effective in
dealing with this class of worker. Also, the minority employee may have a tend-
ency to be angry because of the mistreatment experienced in the past. As a result,
any violation of rights or any mishandling of incidents by representatives of the V
protection organization may result in violence. A strike, work stoppage, or riot
could easily be the result.

Automation and Computers

Automation and computers, as well as data processing, can be utilized in
security programs to improve protection and reduce costs. However, the need for
personal relationship between the security organization and those affected by
automation and computer techniques must not be overlooked. Unless consideration
is given to this element, personnel interfacing with the protection organization
may begin to regard it as an impersonal machine. For instance, it is a common
experience for an individual to have a problem with a bill or record resulting
from a computer error. An exasperating experience usually follows as an attempt
is made to have the necessary correction made. When an individual is finally
found with whom the problem can be discussed, the usual explanation for the error
is that it is the computer's fault. Such an answer is no longer acceptable to
most people because the average person now knows enough about computers to under-
stand that the computer is only a machine that does what it is told and that any
error was therefore created by a human being.

As a result, it must be recognized that many people dislike automation and
computers because computer-using organizations with which they have dealt have V
appeared to them to be machine-like, faceless monsters. People resent having r
their lives controlled by impersonal machines. However, the use of automation
and computers should not be avoided for this reason. Instead, the problem of
relationships with users should be recognized and compensated for.

Alcohol and Drugs

The new generation of workers already discussed in this section has created
what is regarded as a serious and growing problem area--alcoholism and drug
addiction. Since the alcoholic and the drug addict represent a serious threat
to the safety and security of the enterprise, protection executives must give
serious attention to this problem area and be prepared to deal with it. Since
human relationships are extremely important in dealing with this area, it is
mentioned here as one additional item that should be considered.

APPLICATION OF CONCEPTS--THE SYSTEMS APPROACH

The discussion up to this point has involved a general outline discussion
of concepts relating to human relationships and some problem areas that should
be given attention in the implementation and management of a security program.
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Two questions that might be asked now are, "How can the concepts mentioned
be applied in a practical manner and how can the problems mentioned be over-
come?" One method of applying the principles outlined to insure that a
complete, effective security program is adopted is to utilize the systems
approach. The systems approach has been defined as "a comprehensive solution
to a total problem." It is an orderly and rational method of problem solving.
The following are three general steps in the implementation of the systems
approach: (1) a vulnerability analysis, (2) installation of countermeasures,
and (3) a test of the operating program to insure its effectiveness. As the
next presentation will deal with the first step, vulnerability analysis, it
will not be discussed further here.

Countermeasures

Countermeasures can be divided into the following three general cata-
gories: software, people, and hardware. All three must be interrelated in the
system design to insure an effective, integrated protection program.

Software-- The term software arrived with the electronic processing age
and was originally used to describe instructions in the form of programming
needed to make computers perform. For the purpose of this discussion, the term
will refer to all directives and instructional or training material, written
as well as verbal, needed to make an assets protection program operate effect-
ively and efficiently.

A basic software item needed in the development of a protection system is
a policy statement issued by the top management of the enterprise establishing
the assets protection program. That statement, as well as other policy state-
ments that may be issued, is important because it will set the tone of the
complete program, will indicate the interest of top management, and will be the
basis for detailed implementing material.

Software material issued to implement policies, such as procedures,
practices, and directives, will usually define in detail the controls that are
being established throughout the enterprise, as well as the responsibilities
all employees must assume. Such material should be designed so that it can be
easily understood and followed by employees at all levels in the organization.
It will usually not be adequate simply to issue directives or procedures and
expect them to be followed without further explanation.

The material should take into consideration that all employees in the
organization must participate and assist in the program to make it operate.
Also, it should be stressed with supervisors at all levels that they must insure
the compliance of all employees under their supervision. The cooperation and
assistance of employees is necessary, because employees assigned to the pro-
tection organization, regardless of the number, cannot protect the enterprise
alone. They need the cooperation and assistance of all other employees. There-
fore, general employee reaction and attitude are important.
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if It is to be effective, any protection program will necessarily control
and limit people and their activities. A natural antagonism may develop if
the program is not implemented properly. Employees will naturally resent con-
trols that seem arbitrary. However, if the need for controls and the method
of operation of the protection program are reasonably explained, most employees
will accept the program and will help to make it work.

For these reasons, an educational program, as one software element, will 2
effectively counter resistance and enhance cooperation. For example, employees It
are often not aware that losses must be deducted directly from the profits of
the organization. Also, losses that might at first appear to be very small I
could have far-reaching effects on the profitability of the enterprise and
might even have an adverse effect on employees. Employees can be informed
that prevention of a loss will avoid decrease in net profit, and that the
success of the organization, largely measured in profit, will insure personal
security for them in terms of employment and a better future.

Methods of dealing with employees who violate or ignore procedures need p
also to be established. Violation of an assets protection practice should be
handled in the same way that the infraction of any other major company rule
is handled. The problem should be referred to the appropriate level of super-
vision for corrective action. As a part of the educational program, employees V
and supervisors should be informed of the standards and procedures that have
been established for handling instances of non-conformance.

A different type of educational software, but equally important, is
training miaterial for those employees and supervisors who operate thie protection
organization, such as uniformed security officers, investigators, and clerks.
Once procedures or practices for use within the protection organization are
developed, arrangements should be made to give the protection employees appro-
priate instruction so they are familiar with the detailed operation of the'
program.

People--The use of people was the second element listed earlier under
countermeasures. The effective use of personnel assigned to the protection
unit is important, because manpower is normally the most costly item in any
protection program. During the system design, particular attention should be
given to the substitution of software and hardware for people wherever possible. I'

Protection system personnel may be employees of the enterprise or contract
employees or a combination of both. Organizations of sufficient size will
normally assign to a full-time executive the responsibility for the administra-
tion of the program. The executive will usually have a sufficient number of
employees to administer the program. In addition, contract personnel, such as
guards, may be used. Smaller organizations, not able to afford a full-time
executive for the protection function, may rely upon other employees to administer F
the program on a part-time or added-duty basis. In such situations contract
personnel may be utilized extensively.
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A program to orient and educate the workers in the enterprise will be
of little value if the members of the protection organization do not practice '-
what is being advertised, As a result, a training program in which human
relations concepts are stressed should be designed and presented to the
protection staff. Such a program should train members of the protection
organization to conduct themselves in such a way as to insure that an environ-
ment is provided which will stimulate the cooperation of all those with whom
they come in contact. -,

Hardware--Some examples of hardware items, the third element listed
under countermeasures, are locks, fencing, bars, and screens to protect openings,
safes, vaults, lights, turnstiles, and electronic devices. When properly i-
utilized, these can make a significant contribution to the protection of a V
facility. As with the other two counterneasures categories, software and
people, each item of hardware must be carefully planned to insure that it
interrelates with the system and economically increases the protection of the
facility.

A lock, for instance, is traditionally regarded as an effective security
measure. However, it could be a mistake to install a lock expecting it to
provide complete protection. A door or barrier secured by a lock can be
penetrated in a wide variety of ways. To make a lock effective, procedures
should be established defining how and when it is to be used, arranging f r a
periodic inspection by a guard or other individual, and providing for an alarm
detector and adequate response in case of a penetration. So planned, all
three countenreasure categories are involved. A lock is the hardware element.
Software is represented by procedures providing for the activation, inspection,
and response to an alarm. And the third element--people--is required to inspect
and respond in case a penetration is signaled.

Electronic detectors and components can also be utilized effectively to
raise the level of protection and reduce costs at the same time. They may be
used for a variety of command and control functions involving security, fire,
safety, and utilities.

The System Test

A test of the operating program is the essential third step in the system
implementation for two reasons. First, risks or hazards still existing will
be identified, and system deficiencies will be revealed. Second, system
changes required to accommodate facility or organization revisions will become
apparent. Checks or tests can be performed by the regular work force as part
of their normal work assignments, as well as by the special employees operating
the protection system. Arrangements should be made to test the system frequently.

Regular employees can be asked to make suggestions for the improvement of
the protection program. Usually they will respond positively if the education
program mentioned earlier is effective. Employees' comments and suggestions
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will give some indication of how well the protection system is operating and
what changes, if any, should be made. Procedures can be established requiring
supervisors at all leve.s to make regular checks to insure that employees are
complying with system requirements. Supervisory personnel can also be prepared
to perform other tasks, such as inspections of areas and periodic audits of
invoices, negotiable instruments, and so forth, and to report any discrepancies
to the executive responsible for the operation of the system. All members of
the protection organization can be required to be constantly alert to any
deficiencies in the system operation. In addition, they can be assigned
specific inspection responsibilities to be performed periodically.

Errors can be purposely inserted into the system to determine if they are
noted and reported. Test exercises can also be designed and conducted to
determine how the system reacts. For example, a controlled test might involve
the report of a bomb in the facility to check the reaction of everyone responsi-
ble for taking action in such a situation. Of course, such exercises must be
carefully supervised by trained personnel so that undesirable reactions and
results are prevented.

it
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SECURITY VULNERABILITY

- AND - SECURITY AWARENESS*

INTRODUCTION

The preceding Chapter addresses itself to training in its many forms. There and elsewhere in the
Manual repeated reference has 6eeM made to a .n#0 for "education," 'Iraining," and "know-

ledge of the program" on Ithe part of senior management, workers in general, end memaers of
the security organization, Although the term 'education" can be said to suggest a somewhat
formal and generalized instruction in the broad area of assets protection, and the term "training"
to suggest more particularized attention to acquisition of specific skills or behaviors in regard to
the security program, there is still a third concept of critical importance, which is a companion
idea to education and training. This third concept is "Awareness." -

"Awareness" can be deoflned as a state of mind or attitudo through which the individual is
conscious of the existence of the security program, and is persuaded that the program is
relevant in one or more ways to his own behavior,

Awareness, then, is a condition precedent to training or education. Ono must know there is a
program before learning specific skills or acquiring particular behavior(l patterns in support of it.
More important, awareness is a continUi•n stete, a prime ,esult of which is the sustained
attention of a variety of persons to the assets protection needs of the enterprise. This letter
quality of awareness is of signal importance to the ultimate success of the security effort. It might
appear self-evident that awareness of a thing is necessary before any intentional conduct in
regard to it Is possible, but there Is ample evidence that surprising numbers of protection
professionals neither make useful attempts to determine or measure such ýwareness as might
exist nor do much to establish or extend it. Even In those situations where appreciation of the
importance of awareness is apparent, there is often a lack of sustained offort at maintaining it,

* This material is taken from the PROTECTION OF ASSETS MANUAL,
publisheU and copyrightedt by The Merritt Company, Santa Monica,
California, and is reproduced with permission.
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PROTECTION OF ASSETS

Awareness, as we have defined it, is a state of mind and, as with all states of mind, is subject to
displacement on an occasional or even permanent basis by the more urgent demands of other
strmuli Yet, if key populations are unaware of the security program, or only aware of it in an
ob-..;ure or hazy way, the likely consequences are program failure for lack of resourcing or lack
of participation, or both, depending upon which population group lacks the awareness.

The purposes of this Chapter are: 1) to distinguish security awareness from the more specific
concepts of security training and security education; 2) to indicate identifiable groups who must
develop and maintain some forri of security awareness; 3) to point out at least seven reasons
why security awareness mnust be developed: 4) to outline some techniques with which to
achieve and maintain awareness; and 5) to suggest some re, .,urces to assist in this importani

task.

SECURITY AWARENESS AT VARIOUS LEVELS

Because the security program will have different impacts upon the different functional groups
within any enterprise, and becau.e it will require different responses from them, it is relevant to
inquire whether awareness is a single concept, the same for everyone, or whether it is dynamic
and vadiable, stressing different characteristics for different groups.

Certainly the program itself is the same. That is, if there is a requ'irement that all persons
entering a facility first establish their personal identity, that requirement is a given and does not
change, Similarly, if there is a requirement that known or suspected asset losses of a defined
type and dollar limit are to be reported in a standard format, the requirement does not change
just because it is considered by different persons having a reporting responsibility. However, '1
there is a real relationship between specific, objective program elements and the way in which
particular persons will see or be aware of them. Awareness is in part the result of the thing or
condition outside the one aware (the environment) and in part the result of the mind-set of the
one aware. As will be seen from later comments, much difficulty arising from hostile or
disapproving mind-set can be avoided by the style in which the thing required or the security
environment is established. But, however established, it is inevitable that the program and ils f
elements will be per'eived differently because the status or position of the perceivers varies.

Chapter 23took noti-e of the differences among enterprise management, the general employee
population and the specific personnel of the security organization in regard to motivation and
response. Actually, there are several more specifically different groups whose attention must be
secured, and in whom awareness of the security program is necessary. Each group, in itself, will
have many variations and its members will by no means be of one mind in their attitudes.
However, because the responses desired from these groups generally are the same for all the
members of the group, it is useful to consider how best to address the group (no program can
deal with all the individual varieties of perception).

40 Cocyrio4t a 1960 by The Moffitt CoMoonry
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SECURITY AWARENESS

THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT

This group consists of the ultimate decision makers in the enterprise. It will include the Chief
Executive and Chief Operating Officers and the most senior personnel in other activities, both
staff and line. Such persons often have a group role as members of a Management Committee.
Senior management are the risk decision makers for the enterprise and it is they who must be
aware of the security program in that light. Among the many competing claims for a share of the
enterprise resource dollar, the allocation is usually decided, at the highest decision making
level, on the basis of contribulion to the fundamental enterprise purpose. For.most business
organizations this will be stated in terms of margin of profit, return on investment, return on equity
or earnings per share. Each of those standards is quantitative and is based upon the idea that
each dollar invested or spent should yield the highest possible return. In this sense, anything
which does not appear to contribute to that objective is essentially undesirable. If a security
program is perceived by senior management as an item of expense for which no compensating
return can be identified, or if the return is less than the minimum considered acceptable for
allocation of resources, there is a strong likelihood that the program, insofar as it is not
unavoidably mandated by statute, regulation or contract, will be de-emphasized or even
eliminated. For example, if an enterprise is spending $200,000 annually on personnel and
material costs for a security program, and if that program is not yielding (or, much more likely,
has not boen shown to yield) any measurable benefit, the senior management will look at the
minimum return level for other investments orthe available short-term income opportunities and
conclude that, diverted to other purposes, that $200,000 could yield fifteen or twenty percent
annually. In this situation, especially if enterprise resources are tight or the economy is in
recession L. recent enterprise performance has been poor, the necessary conclusion for
res)onsible senior managers is to maximize return. The security program may be (and often
has been) reduced or eliminated in such a case.

The point is not that the security program was ineffectual or produced no return, but that it was not
perceived to do so. Of course, it may be that the assets protection effort is not producing
benefits because it has been poorly designed or is being ineptly managed. If that is the situation,
a much more radical cure than increased or changed awareness is required. But the case would
seem to be, based upon wide observation of many programs over a lengthy period, that there are
real benefits, in many cases to the extent of multiples of the cost of the program. The benefits,
however, may not have been quantified or even clearly identified, and the consequence has
been a perception of the security program by senior management as a liability or drag on
profitability. NA

To change this awareness requires: 1 ) that there be real benefits: 2) that they be commensurate
with the resources being consumed; and 3) that the senior management perceive that
relaetonshllp. To the extent that they do, progrPm resourcing may be improved, with the net
effect of further enhancing the program results.

Whatever else may be done to bring the specifics of the assets protection program to the
attention of senior management, the effort as a whole must be seen as lusMiflable activity In
ecopomcl terms. Awareness for this group, then, means principally awareness of the practical
contribution to the "bottom line."
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PROTECTION OF ASSETS

INTERMEDIATE MANAGEMENT

The middle line manager will have a somewhat different and often more parochial view or
attitude. While ultimate enterprise success is still a goal, the middle manager cannot achieve it
alone, and knows he is not held accountable on that basis. Performance of the department, unit
or activity of which he is in charge will determine his personal success. All units do not perform
equally in this regard. Indeed, it is evident to any observer that competition among line managers

is the rule, and that while good managers do not seek or actively desire poor performance by
their peers they are sensitive to relative differences in performance. To the extent that they
perceive their personal activity as more successful than that of others they probably will
continue that activity. If they perceive themselves as less successful they wili probably modify
the activities in some way to improve performance. In behavioral terms their "expectancies" will
largely determine their "performance." (Further comment will be made on behavioral theuries a
bit later.)

Thus, if the security program, although possibly contributing to the net good of the enterprise on
an overall basis, appears to a given manager to be making disproportionate or counterproduc-
tive demands upon him, his attitude will probably be disapproving. It the attitude is negative,
response to the program in that manager's area of responsibility may be inappropriate or
inadequate. This, in turn, can produce dislocations and strains which may cause program
failures elsewhere in the enterprise. For example, if the Laboratory Manager in a sensitive
research area perceives the security requirements for application of need-to-know on disclo-
sures to be unnecesarily slowing results in his unit, he may dlsregardthe req,iirement and permit
a general exchange of information. That fact, through the organizational contacts of the lab ii
scientists, may become generally known in other areas, leading to a relaxation there as well. In

*• due course, the widespread internal disclosure of sensitive data may result in an unauthorized
exterral disclosure and the loss of a competitive advantage. If that advantage were a technologi-
cal trade secret, its development might have involved the expenditure of hundreds of thousands
of dollars. In the eyes of one other than the lab manager, the possibility of unauthorized
disclosure might be easily perceived as a significant threat to the well being of the enterprise. To
the lab manager, however, eager to achieve the technical success, the perceived slowing effect
of the need-to-know requirement could easily be seen as more undesirable, The lab manager's
awarnme of the security program would have been significantly weighted by his
assessment of the Impac0 of some delay on his sumess. For the program to be effective in
that laboratory the threat of loss of advantage would have to be seen as more cntical than delay
in achieving the advantage. The key consideration in this case would be to make the laboratory
manager aware of the restrictive disclosure requirement in such a way as to assure his
agreement. Unless he willingly applied the rule to his operation, the only enforcement avenue
would be a negative one - some threat of unfavorable action against the manager for failure to I
comply. Negative reinforcement of this type seems to be least effective when operating upon
persons expected to exercise creative judgement and display innovative independence.!

'ASPA Handbook of Personnel end Industrie. Relations, Yoc1r and Henremen, RNA, Washington, D.C 1979,
page 3-36.
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SECURITY AWARENESS

FIRST-LINE SUPERVISION

Awareness for this group will be related to the ways in which the security program is perceived
by them to aid in or detract from their specific performance objectives. Unlike higher levels of
management, the first-line supervisor is typicallly concerned with a limited process or activity
and not with ultimate performance. So, where a manager of manufacturing would be concerned
with final completion in the manufacturing cycle of all scheduled production, a manufacturing
foreman might be concerned with the more limited activity of a sub-group, say a drill press
department or unit. As long as work in and work out of that unit were timely and met quality
standards, the foreman would be considered effective. The semi-finished work out of that unit
might be indefinitely delayed for lack of materials or labor or tools at a later stage, with the result
that the manufacturing cycle did not finish within standards of time or cost. While that would be
an undesirable result, it would not immediately touch the drill press general foreman.

On the other hand, substandard drill press output caused by time lost in meeting property
accountability rules for needed manufacturing tools would be viewed as undesirable. If the rules
were part of the security program, the program could easily be seen as being in opposition to the
supervisor's prime goals, even if machine tool loss were serious and the accountability rules
were sensible.

In another context, the head teller in a retail bank might be quite hostile to a security program
involving the use of "bait money" at teller positions because of the extended counting time
required in reconciling the teller positions at the close of the banking day.

Another aspect of first-line supervisory positions which affects their assessment of the security r
program is the fact that most employee complaints will be raised, initially at least, with the
supervisor. If a large number of complaints are raised in connection with the security program, it
can lead to adverse reaction by the supervisor who perceives inordinate time being taken
dealing with the security rules.

It is not enough that the rules or requirements have been developed because of a geniune
vulnerability and that they are reasonable and responsive. The supervisor must perceive them
that way. He or she must be persuaded that the time and attention demanded are In support of
the supervisor's pime task, and not subordinate or Irrelevant to It. The supervisor must not
only know the security program as it applies to subordinate personnel, but must see its
connection to good performance. An approach that might convince a senior management
official that the program was necessary and cost-effective might completely miss the mark with
a first-level supervisor.

The differences in perception among the senior executive, intermediate manager and first-line
supervisor are in large part due to their different organizational perepectIves as well as to their
individual diiferences in temperament and personality,
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ROTECTION OF ASSETS

THE INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE

Most modern management approaches to employee motivation assume that the employee is
willing and interested, and that while information and instruction may be needed before accep-
table work performance can be achieved, coercion and intimidation are not. This was the basis
for McGregor's "Theory Y" approach to motivation.2 But the very least that is required is the
basic information and instruction. If certain behavior responses are expected (and their I -=
absence noted unfavorably), then employees must know clearly what is expected and that it is
reasonably possible to accomplish.

But there are many enterprises in which the only formal exposure an employee gets to the
security program may be a cursory reference to it on the first day of work, by a supervisor or
personnel specialist who is. at the same time, cramming the employee full of a variety of other
information. In addition to inadequate information about his own participation, the employee in
that situation may sense that the supervisor or personnel specialist does not consider the
security requirements to be Important because they are only briefly touched on, or included as
an afterthought, or actually portrayed as being of secondary importance. That employee will not
only be unaware of the expected behavior, but will not be Mhoved to learn more or even apply the
little that may have been absorbed. Initial contact with the security program will have developed
an incomplete awareness of the requriements and a sense that they are unimportant to the
enterprise or to the employee's role in it.

While incorrect attitudes or understandings of the security program on the part of individual
employees can be modified and corrected by interested and informed supervisors and manag- Ii
ers, the effect upon the employee of disinterested or disapproving supervisors and managers is
certain to worsen what may have been an undesirable initial attitude. Even if the employee was
adequately informed, and either approving or at least neutral about the value of the security
program, subsequent communication of disinterest or disapproval by supervisors and manag-
ers will extinguish any initially favorable attitude.

It seems clear that although the awareness of the security program by employees, supervisors,
managers and senior executives will be different, there is a connection among them The
program will fail or falter to the extent it does not address that connection. A security program
with poor acceptance by the management group cannot achileve good acceptance among
the workere.

PERSONS NOT IN THE ENTERPRISE WORK FORCE

There will be other classes of persons who will have contact with the enterprise, who will not be
employees, to whom the security program will also be relevant Among them will be vendors
and suppliers, customers, service personnel and organizations, representatives of government,
and members of the general public. Most of these persons will have less opportunity than
employees to learn the applicable security requirements; yet it may be quite important that they

'POA MancW. Chapter 23, Part 1. pages 23-9 and 23-10. 44
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SECURITY AWARENESS

do. For example, if a subcontractor or supplier is to provide elements of a manufacturing
process or to do some manufacturing on its own premises, and there is a requirement that the
supplier be given access to sensitive proprietary information or entrusted with valuable physical
assets, the awareness of that supplier of his responsibilities to protect and account for the
information or other assets may be as critical as that of the enterprise's own employees.

With regard to customers or the members of the public, a general impression may be formed of a
company or organization from a single contact wit: -'ti security program. By way of illustration,
consider the visitor (potential customer) who visits u company location. After driving fruitlessly
ior many minutes looking for a parking place (because all the places marked "Visitor" have been
filled by employees) the visitor finds one, parks and enters the facility. Upon departuie he finds a

parking violation notice has been placed on his windshield. Even worse, he and the person he is
visiting are interrupted by a guard or other security person in the course of the visit, and he is told
to move his car from the space he is unaulhorizedly occupying.

Or consider the visitor who is told upon arrival that he must wear a visitor's badge (but not why he
must wear it), and then is handed a badge with a pin which he must put through his garment to
comply with the requirement. A visitor does not automatically perceive the wearing of a badge
as useful or necessary for him. However, if the explanation were briefly made that its display
would permit immediate recognition by and courteous assistance from employees, and if a little
ingenuity in design were displayed to find some alternative to a pin, the security awareness of
that visitor would be quite different.

PURPOSES OF AWARENESS

The preceding discussion has distinguished among five groups, for all of whom security
awareness is an important consideration and for each of whom it will be different. It is now
appropriate to consider the reasons why security awareness is important for each of these
groups. Whether any calculated effort is made or not to make persons in these groups aware of
security, they will surely develop some form of awareness merely because there is a program.
Given a security program of any kind, security aw3reness is a certainty. Whether that aware-
ness is positive and supportive or negative and hostile will depend upon the skill with which the
assets protection profesional and his management colleagues design and communicate the
program elements to the persons in each group. The communication task will be conditioned by
the reasons or purposes for which security awareness is developed.

These purposes are to allow a person to:

1 Understand the relatlonehip between security and succe"Oeul operations.

This purpose will be the prime one for awareness effort directed towards the senior
executive management. Although the specific techniques of the program will be of general
interest, especially in organizations with fragile personnel or labor relations climates, the
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PROTECTION OF ASSETS

interest will typically be limited. If the program does not cause difficulties with the work
force it will normally be acceptable lIthe seonio n mangemet Is convinced that It Is cost
effectIve. The assets protection professional will be well advised to devote time and talent
to developing persuasive models of the security program's quantifiable value to the
enterprise.

The commentary found In other sections of this Manual in regard to quantifying security
risk and achieving measurable cost benefit ratios are relevant here.W It is evident that
before useful security awareness work can be done, the program design must be such as
to optimize cost effectiveness. In outlining awareness material for senior management it
may become apparent that there are areas in the program concerning which there is no
demonstrable cost-benefit ratio; that either there is no specific benefit at all or it is not
stated in financial terms. This is an indicator that more analysis is needed, either to
establish the financial relationships or modify the non-justifiable program elements, or to
make absolutely clear the compelling, non-financial reason such elements must be
maintained.

2. Know one's personal obllgatons undw the securty program.

This purpose will, to some degree, affect all awareness efforts. It is, however, the prime
purpose of the security awareness material directed tothe general employee population. It
will require different material and different emphases on common material. It is not of major
importance to "cost justify" security measures to the work force. it is of major importance
to identify with certainty the obligations all employees have, and to present those as
reasonable and necessary.

It is for this purpose that the initial employee briefing and orientation materials are utilized;
that periodic refreshers are provided; and that various reminders of the kinds later
described in the discussion on techniques of awareness are used. The two key considera-
tions are that each employee, in the context of his particular job or assignment, know
Precisely what security requirements apply to him or her. The general tenor of material for
this group and purpose is "what to do."

3. Perceive the connecton between security program objective and selected security

This slant will be of major concern to the Intermediate management. The unit or depart-
ment head must recognize (and preferably agree) that the security countermeasures
which involve or affect his unit are appropriate and that the specific objective of the
measures is necessary. This wil be particularly true if the requirements are espicially
onerous for that department or unit. Earlier comments concerning careful development of
loss criticality data from other departments of the enterprise should be kept in mind at this
point.' A unit manager will be more likely to accept sometimes bothersome security
requirements if he has participated in the assessment of what the loss impact would be
without them.

3See specially POA Manuel. Chapter 2. pages 2-20 through 2-23 and Chapter 23. Part II. pages 23-25
through 23-36. 46
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4. Be familiar with sources of help In carrying out personal and departmental reepon-
slbifltle under the ecurity program.
This purpose and objective will control the generation of awareness material dealing with
specific implementation of the requirements, If there is a security rule that particular
spaces or containers be locked, where does the responsible employee or supervisor go to
get the lock and key? If a question arises within a unit as to the kind or extent of area and
access controls required, who provides definitive guidance?

If the policy and procedure development phase of the program have been adequately
dealt with there will be standard answers to these and like questions. However, the
persons with the questions may not always be aware of or familiar with the answer
sources. As many security professionals have learned, and continue to rediscover.
publication of a security manual or policy appendix does not solve the information
problem, If persons with legitimate questions or problems do not know to whom they can
go for assistance, they may either 1) not go to anyone and improvise an answer, probably
the wrong one, or 2) go to the wrong person and be needlessly delayed. If every security
policy and procedure in existence at the enterprise is reviewed simply to pinpoint the
identity of the person or function responsible for overseeing the accomplishment of
particular security requirements, that material could well be simplified and used in aware-
ness activities.

5. Comply with statutory or common law requirements for notice.
This will apply as a purpose for both the employee population and for non-employees.
Some illustrations will point up what is meant here. Civil trespass to land is generally
defined as unauthorized entry into or presence on real property) Although in early law it
was not necessary to establish intent to trespass, the rule has now largely become the
reverse. To recover civil damages for trespass, the landowner or one in control must prove
the trespasser intended to trespass. Clear indications that there is a boundary past which
movement is not authorized would be probative in showing intent. Communication (verbal
or symbolic) of the existence of the boundary would be relevant. This is a form of
awareness.

Taking the same illustration a step further, civil trespass can become criminal trespass it
the trespasser can be shown to have been intentionally present without authority on the
real property of another, such intent accompanied either by personal communication to
the trespasser of his lack of authority to enter or by clear posting of the real estate to the
same effect.6 Anything which the landowner would do to make clear that entry was not
authorized, or was authorized only in accordance with established procedures, would fall
into the class of awareness activity.

Another highly important illustration of legal notice requirement is found in the area of
proprietary information control. The case law in trade secret litigation has clearly estab-
lished as a majority rule that the proprietor of a trade secret must take positive actions to
prevent its unauthorized disclosure. Among these actions are those which would convey

Itlack*s Law Dictionary. 5th Edition (St. Paul, Minnm West Publishing Co. 1979).
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PROTECTION OF ASSETS

to employees entrusted with the secret that the information was secret and valuable.'
Although knowledge of its character could be indirectly proved by other facts, the most
conclusive evidence would be clear notice to the employee at the time of the disclosure,
Developing programs for conveying such notices, and documenting that notification, is a
phase of the security awareness effort.

6. To comply whh requlatory mquhment
Agencies of federal, state and loca; government often require that spocific security-
related information be conveyed by employers to employees and others. Cases of general
application in this regard are the requirement for orientation and training found in the Bank
Protection Act and related regulations of the Federal Reserve System, the Controller of the
Currency, and others charged with enforcement of the Act.$ Other agencies imposing
security training and awareness requirements by regulation are the Drug Enforcement
Administration,' the Department of Transportation,'0 and the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion;' there are also the Fair Credit Reporting Act notice of investigation requirements and
the related rules of the Federal Trade Commission.

In situations where awareness efforts are in direct response to regulatory or statutory
requirements, it is essential that the precise requirement be known and that the awareness
material in terms of the medium used (written, oral, etc), the form or format, and the
particular persons to be given notice, 211 be those specified in the regulatory source.

7. To comply with contract obligaltlmo.
The nature of the contract will vary from situation to situation. An example of fairly wide
application in the U.S. is the Security Agreement (DD 441) and its attachment (The
Industrial Security Manual) which control the security obligations of contractors handling
classified defense information. The ISM imposes numerous requirements for "briefings"
and for security education and training, including what we have been describing as
"awareness" efforts.

Atypical collective bargaining agreement in which there is provision that discharges be for
"just cause" will impose the generally applied standard that rules, among other things, be
on "due notice." This means either that the employee must know of the rule, or that it was
so published that he ought to have known of it. This deals directly with the effort to make
employees aware of such rules as they relate to security and assets protection, an area
that is a major source of industrial discipline cases and arbitration awards,

'Miigrim. R.. "Trade Secrets," Business Organiuetionx Volume 12 (Albany. NY: Matthew Bender & Co.), pages

5.13 at seq.

*For commentary on bank security regulations, me Davis. A.S.. "'The Bank Proteion Act After One Year."
IndustrielSecurity, Vol. 14. No. 2. April 1970. American Society for Industrial Security. Washington. DC.

121 CFR 301-72 through 301-76
104e CFR 95

"10 CF1 70 and 73
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SECURITY AWARENESS

Contracts of insurance with commercial carriers may, in some cases, carry requirements
that designated employees or officials be made aware of specific requirements, Insuring
conditions in some U.S. and Britisi, %,ompany.wfitten Kidnap and Hostage policies include
a requirement that specific procedures be adopted and communicated to designated
officials in regard to coverage under the policy.' 2

Other contract obligations to provide security awareness material could arise from an
agreement to protect the proprietary information of another organization based upon a
trade secret license, or a supply contract, or negotiations preparatory to merger.

THEORIES OF MOTIVATION"

Because awareness material is intended to direct or modify behavior, it should be developed
with an informed eye on generally accepted principles of behavior and motivation. This area
alone Is vast and one of the most profound to be encountered. Psychological in orientation,
theories of behavior and motivation have been systematically applied within industrial, govern-
ment, military and commercial environments, and the results analyzed and evaluated. These

assessments have in turn led to further theory modification or development. Training programs
used in this business community are usually designed in the light of behavior theory and training
staffs, especially in the larger commerical and industrial organizations, can be extremely helpful
in awareness effort planning.

It is not the intent of this Chapter to present a detailed discussion of motivation theory. That is
beyond the competence of the work and not really necessary. It is the purpose to outline briefly
the main currents of present thinking and to point the assets protection professional in the right
direction for further research,

MASLOW$ HIERARCHY

In the 1940's Abraham Maslow published his material on the "Hierarchy of Prepotency." He
theorized that the human organism is motivated by an ascending series of needs, and that once
the lower (prepotent) needs have been satisfied they will be supplanted by the higher needs as
motives for behavior, All the possible human needs Maslow ranked, in ascending order from
basic to highest, as follows: 1) Physiological (food, drink, sheller): Safety (protection from

perceived harm); 3) Love (affectionate relationships with family and friends); 4) Esteem (firm
and stable evaluation of the self and respect from others); 5) Self-actuallaatlon (the desire for
self fulfillment, becoming all one is capable of becoming).

The kernel of Maslow's argument is that as long as a human being is preoccupied or concerned
with a lower (prepotent) need, there will be no advertence to or concern with any higher need. But
that once a lower need has been satisfied it will no longer serve as a motivator, and attention will
move up the scale to a higher need. Maslow did not insist that behavior would necessarily and in

3SeS POA Manual. Chapter 1 7. Part I.

"3For further development of the materiel in this setion, a" ASPA Handbook, cited in preceding note 1.
Chapter 3-2 and sources there cited,
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every case be dependent upon the scale of needs just noted, or even that any particular need
would have to be either conscious or unconscious. He did Insist that for the most part, human
behavior is organized by the needs and In the Indicated rank order.

dt
The significance of Maslow's material in security awareness work is that attempts to motivate or
Induce persons to specific actions will not even register with them if they are preoccupied with
needs lower on the scale. In the kind of setting In which most security awareness efforts will take
place it is not likely that the physiological or safety needs will control, but there may be questions
of acceptance and esteem. What one's peers will think of one's conduct (acceptance) and the
need for one to be approved by others In orderto approve himself (esteem) will play a significant IJ7
role in behavior. Awareness programs which ignore this or which urge behavior likely to create
conflict in this area may be unsuccessful.

MCGREGOR'S THEORY X AND THEORY Y

This approach contrasts the worker who Is unwilling and requires goading and constant
supervision ("X") with the worker who is basically willing and competent but needs guidance and
assistance in voluntarily making his own best effort ("Y"). The argument is that worker motiva-
lion will be more successful if based on the Theory Y assumptions. (This theory is discussed
further in Chapter 9 of this Manual. See note 2, ante.)

HERZBERG'S TWO FACTOR THEORY

This theory maintains that two sets of factors will determine workers' motivation. One set relates
to the job content, and in that set the motivators are: Achevemment, Recognlton, SaUsflction
from the work itself, Responsibility given the worker, and Advancement. The other set of
factors concern the workplace or environment (job context); and these factors are: The
Company In general and its administrative and policy framework, the technical competency
of supervisors, the saalary or compensation, the personal rellaollships with supervisors,
and the working conllUone In general. Application of this theory has led to the job enrichment
efforts of many organizations in which the job content and context have been intentionally
modified to respond more favorably to perceptions by workers.

PROCESS THEORIES OF MOTIVATION

These consider how motivation occurs, not necessarily the specific motivators, One approach,
the "Equity Theory," says that a person will compare his effort and related achievement with the
effort and achievement of some other, model person ana seek for parity or equity. Inequitable
achievement (or return) would then tend to reduce motivation to continue or repeat the effort.

Another process theory is the "Expectancy Theory" which holds that beliefs concerning the
Performance to be achieved by Effort will effect the kind and amount of effort made, and that
beliefs concerning the attainment of desirable Outcomee as a result of Performance will
determine the performance goals selected. For example, if a promotion is a desirable outcome
and the promotion is seen or believed to depend upon increased production or improved quality
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production (the performance), then desire to be promoted will result in increased effort to
achieve more or better quality production, If "compliance with security objectives and require-
ments" is substitute for "moro" or "better" production in this illustration, the relevance of this
theory is apparent.

8EHAVIORAL THEORY OF MOTIVATION

In this approach, consideration Is given to two factors outside the person motivated, One is the
environment and stimuli from the environment which produce reflexive or responsive behavior.
Termed "Respondent Behavior," this ',ieory holds that, given the appropriate stimulus, the
behavior is virtually automatic. it is a consequence of the environmont acting on the person.

Another theory, called "Operant Conditioning," says that once desirable consequences are
perceived to follow typical behavior, the actor is reinforced to repeat the behavior. In this theory
the environment does not produce a reflex or automatic response, but may suggest a setting in
which a previous action followed by a favorable result could be repeated. In that regard it "cues"
the actor to the particular behavior. The more often the behavior is followed by the favorable or
desired result, the more likely will be future similar behavior, Approval in a way meaningful to the
worker (or supervisor or manager) for satisfactory performance of security tasks or discharge of
security responsibilities could, thus, be considered likely to motivate future complianc3-type
behavior.

TECHNIQUES OF AWARENESS 4

Unlike techniques of security training, which will always require content specifically related to
the security tasks required of the trainee, Security Awareness material may - but need not
-have specific security task content. If it directs the attention towards security content
available elsewhere (eg., in formal training materials) and generates approval or support of the
main security purpose, it will be effective.

The techniques which have been used and are generally available to most security program
managers include the following:

I Written Materiel. This can include instructional or advisory material, agreements
and acknowledgements. It also includes written security policies and procedures,
posters, and other informal reminders such as coverage in house organs.

2. Formal Security Brfellnge. These can be done pre- and post-hire, at new assign- k".
ment orientation, and at times of promotion or transfer. .

3. Integration Into Une Operations. This technique is most useful and can be
employed by including specific coverage of security performance in merit and
promotional reviews, bonus or incentive compensation distribution, regular or spe-
cial supervisory and management staff meetings. Inclusion of security tasks in job
descriptions is another line integrating technique.
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AWARENESS IRk$0UCES

To exploit security awareness fully in the sense discussed in this chapter. the security program
eItients themselves must be dbsigneo with is nclear idea of patterns of motivation and response.
The diffec-nt interests of the various populations to be dealt with will also affect the materials
develop'id and the skills needed in their development, In addition to the security and assets
prole xn staff, it is likely that substantial assistance both in program element selection and in
aw: Ass material generation can be obtained from the following groups:

1. Trldilng Staff. Specifically charged with developing effective material to modify or
introduce desired behavior.

2. Communication Staff. This can Include internal communications specialists such
as the Public and Community Relations staffs, the editorial staffs of house publica-
tions, and external communications staffs to the extent the organization uses them.
These could be communications consultants, advertising and public relations
agencies.

CONCLUSION

It should be clear at this point that developing an awarenei;s about the assets protection

program is critically important.

"Awareness" is a neutral term, and the awareness gonerated can be supportive and approving
or the very opposite.

Awareness will develop even without planned control, and in that event it could very likely be
unfavorable.

Awareness is not synonymous with either "training" or "education," although it is intimately

related to both. Training and education materials should be developed with clear ideas about the
relevance of awareness and its impact on motivation and ultimate behavior.

Awareness is a state of mind - all facets of the enterprise are useful and relevant to its

de• :,lopment.
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INTRODUCTIONK

For only the second time in history the Summer Olympic Games will be,
staged in the United States. The XXIII Olympiad will be in Los Angeles in
1984 as the X Olympiad was in 1932. Needless to say many changes have
occurred in the ensuing 52 years and many of these changes have affected
the Games in some way. Changing political environments have affected the
Games almost every four years since at least 1936. The effect has varied
from overt racism in 1936 to cancellation in 1940 and 1944 to demonstrations
in the 50's and 60's to boycotts In 1976 and 1980 and ultimately even to
a major terrorist incident in 1972 in Munich.

The law enforcement role has also changed significantly over the years.
The official report of the 1932 Olympics does not even mention the word
"security", and the only law enforcement involvement mentioned was the
nearly 1000 police officers concerned with traffic control.,:,

Since the 11 Israeli Olympians were killed by the Black September group
in Munich in 1972, security has perhaps become the major concern in
staging the Olympic Games. No government can afford to do less than is
necessary to prevent a repeat of Munich. The security posture can never
return to what it was before Munich.

MAGNITUDE OF 1984 OLYfMPIC GAMES

To appreciate the magnitude of the security responsibility of the Olympic
Games, it is necessary to understand the magnitude of the Games.

- The Games last for 16 days from July 28 through
August 12, 1984.

-Between 12,000 and 14,000 athletes representing
152 countries will participate.

- Between 12,000 and 15,000 representatives of all forms
of news media will cover the Games.

- Television coverage will be 225 hours - triple the
75 hours of coverage for the 1976 Montreal Olympics.

-Olympic activity will be seen on television by 2 1/2 ...

billion people throughout the world - more people than
have ever seen any other event in history.

- 7,000,000 tickets will be available for Olympic events

- 350,000 people per day will be drawn to the Los Angeles
area by the Games.
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If the shear size of the Games is not enough to cause concern, there are
other factors that magnify the potential problems.

- There are 48 agencies at the local, state and federal "
levels with some security responsibility.

-There is no legal provision for unified command of
security resources for the Games.

- For the first time since 1932 no Olympic Village
will be built. Althletes will be housed on college
campuses.

- The Games are the Los Angeles Olympics in name only
as they are spread through 5 counties and 8 cities.
In addition, some preliminary soccer games will be
played at Harvard, Annapolis and Stanford.

- Local taxpeyers are unwilling to bear any of the
financial burden of the Games, and voters in the
City of Los Angeles have even approved a City Charter
amendment prohibiting the expenditure of regular
City funds for any Olympics purpose including
security.

LAW ENFORCEMENT RESPONSE TO THE OLYMPICS CHALLENGE

Security planning for the 1984 Olympics began in early 1979, over 5 1/2
years before the Games and several months before the Los Angles Olympic
Organizing Committee (LAOOC) was established to stage the Games. The
initial learning phase involved just a few major local and federal agencies
and included trips to Montreal, the site of the 1976 Olympics, to San Juan,
Puerto Rico for the 1979 Pan American Games, and to Lake Placid for the
1980 Winter Olympics. The knowledge gained from these on-site visits
combired with extensive research, eventually led to the development of an
interagency planning model. The model was designed to provide for
necessary but limited involvement; for coordination of effort to insure
maximum efficiency with minimum duplication of effort; and for cooperation
without unity of command.

The cornerstone of the interagency planning model was the recognition of
individual agency autonomy whether functional or geographical.

Olympic Law Enforcement Coordinating Council (OLECC)

OLECC is the major policy-making body for overall Olympic security planning.

The members represcnt the major entities involved in security planning for

the Olympics. By mutual agreement, the Long Beach Chief of Police represents
all of the smaller agencies within which Olympics activity occurs. OLECC
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currently meets quarterly and receives information from and directs
policy decisions to the Security Planning Committee (SPC). Membership
is as follows:

Chief of Police, Los Angeles Special Agent-in-Charge, FBI
Sheriff, Los Angeles County Representative, Governor of
Chief of Police, Long Beach California
Special Assistant to the President, Los Angeles Olympic
President Organizing Committee

Security Planning Committee (SPC)

The Security Planning Committee coordinates local, state, federal
and international security measures. Currently, the SPC meets every
other week. The role of the committee is as follows:

- To coordinate the overall security planning effort.

- To direct the efforts of the subcommittees.

- To direct the work of the Integrated Planning Group.

- To advise agencies and organizations of the Olympic
information, circumstances and situations which may
impact their responsibilities during the Games.

- To recommend policy positions to the OLECC.

Integrated Planning Group (IPG)

The Integrated Planning Group (IPG) serves as a common point of contact
and as a resource center for the various agencies involved in Olympic
security planning. The Integrated Planning Group is comprised of
representatives from the LAPD, LASD, CHP and various other agencies at the
local, state and federal levels which choose to participate on a voluntary, N
need-to basis. The basic premise of the integrated planning concept
recognizes the importance of local, state and federal agencies working
together at the same location to develop the plans necessary for all
security tasks associated with the Olympics. The IPG staff, under the
direction of the Security Planning Committee, works to coordinate and
standardize Olympics security operations to avoid gaps or duplication of
effort. The IPG is, in effect, the staff arm of the SPC. The Integrated
Planning Group and/or members of the group:

- Advise the Security Planning Committee on matters relating
to security planning.

- Act as liaison between the Security Planning Committee and
various police and security organizations involved in the
Olympics operation.
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- Support the planning efforts of all subcommittees involved
In security planning.

- Act as a clearinghouse for interagency information and
serves as a central repository and reference library for
all Olympics security information which is available to
subcommittees and their members.

- Act as resource persons to the subcommittees.

The 1PG staff also ensures that requests for information on Olympics
security matters from the Olympic Law Enforcement Coordinating Council or
the Security Planning Committee are channeled to the proper subcommittees
or are completed within the Group.

Although the goal of the IPG is to standardize and coordinate Olympic
security planning efforts, there is the clear recognition that the sheriff
or chief of police in each jurisdiction is, by statute, responsible for
providing police service within each respective political subdivision.
The LPG members respect the statutory responsibilities of individual
agencies while still striving to provide the coordination of effort
necessary to provide a safe and peaceful environment for staging the
1984 Olympic Cames.

Subcommittees

The primary function of the subcommittees is to plan all interagency
aspects of Olympic security which require uniformity throughout the
Olympic activity. The membership of the subcommittees is determined by
the Security Planning Committee and is comprised of representatives from
all involved agencies. The subcommittees are formed to delve into every
aspect of Olympics-related security within specific areas of responsi-
bility.

Each subcommittee is activated, as necessary, by the Security Planning
Committee with the approval of a planning precept. The precept designates
the chairperson, identifies the membership, states the subject of the
subcommittee efforts, and gives instructions and information for courses
of action. The subcommittee chairperson has the option of recommending
additional subcommittee membership to the concurrence of the Security
Plauning Committee.

The major detailed planning for the Olympics in areas where there is
interagency involvement urA concern is done through the subcommittees.
Sixteen subcommittees have beer established to plan all aspects of
Olympic Security. The subcommitteeb ,re:
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Accreditation Emergency Response
Air Support Intelligence
Bombs/EOD International Entry
Communications In-Transit Security
Community Relations Olympic Village Security
Crime Prevention Traffic Control
Criminal Justice System Training
Dignitary Protection Venue/Vital Point Security

The subcommittees are comprised of representatives of the
various city, county, state, federal, and private agencies involved
in the Olympic security effort.

OPERATIONAL PHASE COORDINATION

Olympic Security Coordination Center

The model that has been discussed is the coordination mechanism for the
planning phase. The operational phase requires a different type of
coordination - coordination that is immediate and continuing. Coordination
for major unusual events in normally accomplished through an exchange of
liaison personnel between the agencies involved or that might become
involved. Because of the numerous liaison personnel that would be required
if this approach were utilized during the Olympic Games, an operational
coordination model was developed. This model, called the Olympic Security
Coordination Center (OSCC), will provide the common point of contact
between all of the agencies with security or law enforcement related
responsibility. The OSCC will be comprised of 50 or more representatives

from various agencies and will serve as one medium of communication between
all of the agencies - agencies that do not have radio communications
compatibility for the most part.

* Information from the various agency command centers will flow into the
OSCC and will be displayed visually for everyone present. Information
relevant to a certain agency, as determined by the agency representative,
can then be transmitted to that agency command center. Requests for
information, assistance or mutual aid can be personally directed from
one agency representative to another. To supplement this in-person
coordination, or to substitute for it in the case of smaller agencies,
all involved agencies will also be linked by an electronic mail system.

It must be reemphasized that the OSCC is only a coordination mechanism,
not a command center since, as was mentioned previously, there is no
statutory provision for single agency command.
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Intelligence Coordination

Intelligence Coordination will be accomplished by the Anti-Tc-'rurist
Operations Center (ATOC) and the Field Intelligence Coordination -;enter.
Intelligence information wrill be gathered from a variety of sources -
international, national and local. The Anti-Terrorist Operation Center
will be located at a remote site while the Field Intelligence Coordination
Center will be co-located with the OSCC. ATOC will also be linked to
all of the law enforcement agencies that have Olympics responsibility by
the electronic mail system that can be used to disseminate information
of an emegency nature that becomes known to ATOC.

Interagency Traf fic Command Center

The Traffic Command Center concept deviates from the normal approach that
each agency will be autonomous. The agencies with traffic management
responsibility will be co-located and will make the broad traffic manage-
ment decisions. Those decisions will then be communicated to the individual
agencies for implementation. Decision making in traffic management
cannot be left delegated to the individual agencies because of the ripple
effect that a wrong traffic management decision made at a local level
might have throughout the entire transportation system. The Traffic
Command Center will be housed in the headquarters of the California
Department of Transportation and will utilize existing traffic monitoring
systems such as CCTV and traffic volume counts, to facilitate traffic
management planning.

Other Functional Coordination Centers

There will be several other functional interagency coordination centers
established including the Protected Officials Coordination Center,
the Air Support Coordination Center, the Bombs/EOD Coordination Center,
the Emergency Response Coordination Center, and the In-transit Security
Coordination Center. In addition, there will be a rumor control network
that will be linked to the Olympic Security Coordination Center to provide
a mechanism to disseminate accurate information of a law enforcement nature
to dispel false information that might create law enforcement problems
within the communities impacted by the Olympics.

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENT AND AVAILABILITY

It should be obvious at this point that numerous law enforcement personnel
will be required to police the 1984 Olympic Games. In 1976, Montreal
deployed 17,000 security personnel for the Olympics. Law enforcement
agencies in Southern California cannot match that number. There are
fewer than 17,000 sworn law enforcement officers in all of the law
enforcement agencies in Los Angeles County combined. Personnel to
police the Olympic Games must come from a variety of sources. Los Angeles
will utilize the largest number of private security personnel ever used
in the Olympic Games. These private security personnel will in effect be
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the eyes and ears of the sworn law enforcement personnel. Law
enforcement personnel will be generated in a number of ways. These
include the assignment of personnel to work 12 hour watches, the cancel-
lation of days off, the deferment of vacation , and the reassignment of
personnel from staff assignments. In prior Olympics military personnel
and/or National Guard personnel have been utilized in law enforcement
roles. Ir. the United States, the posse comitatus laws prohibit the use
of regular military personnel for direct law enforcement purposes so
regular mi-lt&ry involvement will be support only. The National Guard -
will be utilized but it is planned at this time that they will also
be utilized only in a support role.

It is clear that in 1984 we will not be able to match previous cities
in terms of the number of security pesonnel deployed. What that means
is that the various law enforcement agencies involved must do a better
Job in planning the Olympics so they can be policed with a smaller
number of personnel.

FINANCING SECURITY FOR THE OLYMPICS

In 1978, the voters of the City of Los Angeles approved a Charter
Amendment that prohibits thi use of regular City funds for Olympics
purposes. The only City funds that can be utilized must come from
a special Olympic trust fund. This fund derives revenues
from a one-half of one percent tax on bed space within the City and
from a future special Olympics ticket distribution tax. In 1982 the
Los Angeles City Council approved a contract with the Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Committee which provides that the Olympic Comumitee
will reimburse the City for all costs incurred by the City to the extent
that the costs exceed the revenues that accrue to the Olympics trust fund.
The contract also provides for a maximum of $22.1 million dollars for all
City services, including all security services outside the competition
sites, housing sites, and training sites within the City. The
cost for security inside those sites has been accepted as a financial
responsibility of the Olympic Committee.

Other law enforcement agencies at the local level are currently
negotiating with the Olympic Commitee for reimbursement for Olympics
related expenses. These negotiations are necessitated by a pervasive
public attitude that no taxpayer money should be spent for the Olympic
Games.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT CONCERNS

The first thing most people think about when considering the law
enforcement problems associated with the Olympic Games is the
possibility of terrorism. That concern is real and certainly foremost
in the minds of all of the law enforcement personnel involved. But
terrorism is only one of many concerns and many areas that require
law enforcement planning and preparation. The greatest role for law
enforcement officers may well be pure public service - helping people
get from one location to another helping them find their lost children
and lost property and protecting the visitors themselves as they go to
and from events. Crime is also a major concern as it is toe general
consenus that the Olympics will serve as a magnet for criminals of IKi
every type and description. Obviously, major crimes committed during
the Olympics or committed against visitors attending the Olympics will
be major news throughout the world. Such negative publicity obviously
could tarnish the image of the United States. [.

Another major concern for law enforcement is that the 1984 Olympics are
twelve years after the Munich incident. Unfortunately, too many people
do not remember the full impact of the Munich incident and are not as
receptive to a high security profile as they should be. Also the fact
that there were not major security related problems during the 1979
Pan American Games in Puerto Rico, in the 1980 Winter Olympics in
Lake Placid or in the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow tends to lull
the general population into a false sense of security.

BENEFITS OF THE OLYMPICS

Perhaps the greatest benefit to law enforcement agencies will be the long
term effect of the cooperation and coordination that has been neces-
sitated by the Olympics. This should continue after the Games as agencies
recognize the value of such an attitude, and the law enforcement community
will be stronger as a result.

Other benefits should include an increased level of law enforcement

preparedness, economic impact in the billions and an improvement in
the image of law enforcement. Also, crime should go down during the
Games as has been the case during recent Olympics.
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Operational Utility of Psychology Instruments to Law Enforcement K
and Securityl

Ira H. Bernstein, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology

) P.O. Box 19528

Since it is well established that people remember what they hear at

the beginning and at the end of a talk better than what they hear in the

middle, I'm going to state and then restate the major points of my talk.

These are:

l." 1 Basically there are two ways to improve the caliber of personnel:

(a) Selection of better people to begin with, and (b) Modification of the

work environment to optimize the performance of people already on hand.

These are not excl'asive objectives. iThe fact that i will dwell only upor

the former merely reflects my personal skills and interests and not

necessarily the demands of any given situations.

2. %For most situations, the two main prerequisites of successful

performance that involve selection issues are that people be: (a)

sufficiently intelligent and (b) emotionally stable, two traits which L
both involve flexibility of thought and action. Of these, the intelligence

is by far the more important for most positions, especially those without

an "emergency" component or without potential harm to others, e.g.,

clerical positions.

3. <There is a vast literature and technology of available tests

usable for personnel selection that is cost efficient to employ..,-

iThe author thanks James Adams of Psychodynamics, Inc. for his
comments on a draft of this paper.
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4. An important ingredient of any selection process is valid ation

research.

5. If validation research is properly carried out the results

m8a. appear disappointing in that correlations between predictions of job

performance and actual outcomes are typically fairly low. There are a

variety of reasons for this to be the case, some of which are not serious.

Among those which are serious include: (a) the failure of supervisors to

agree upon what is a good subordinate, (b) the use of the "right" tests

for the "wrong" situations, and (c) a poor work atmosphere that offsets

good selection practices. Among the less serious are: (a) statisrical

factors such as "range restriction" to be discussed below and (b) the

fact that work on the job itself can, in a beneficial environment, change

a person for the better. ii

Varieties of Assessment Instruments

The "Bible" of Psychometricians is the Mental Measurements Yearbook,

founded and originally edited by the late O.K. Buros and currently in its

Eighth Edition. It contains basic information and reviews on any test

of practical interest.

4 The Yearbook lists 1184 tests. Most of these are not relevant to my

talk, e.g., tests of reading development for school children. For our

purposes, the tollowing categories are most relevant: (a) tests of in-

tellectual ability, (b) tests of maladjustment, and (c) tests of "Normal

Personality traits". Other types of tests that can be of some utility

but which I will not discuss are: (a) tests of specific knowledge and

aptitudes, e.g., clerical. ability, and (b) vocational interests. I will
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also limit the talk to objectively ncorahle tests.

Tests of Intellectual AbLHIZX. Tests of intellectual ability ("group

intelligence tests") used in personnel settings have been constructed in

a variety of ways. Some, like the Dlifferential Aptitude Test provide a

profile of se eral intellectual skills such as abstract reasoning and

verbal reasoning. Others, like the Ravens' Progressive Matricee and

Culture Fair Intelligence Test, yield but a single measure. The latter

two, in addition, measure abstract reasoning. In contrast, other tests

are oriented towards knowledge and facility with written English. One

such test was developed by the U.S. Civil Service Commission specifically

for use in the selection of law enforcement personnel, the Basic Occupa-

tional Language for Police Officers (BOLPO).

Since whole symposia tire given on rhe topic of rche meastirement of

intelligence, my comments must necessarily be brief. First, correlations

between task performance and intelligence measures run far higher, as a .

rule, than between task measures and other psychologLcal test predictors

like maladjustment indices. In other words, stupidity is typically the

biggest and most pervasive threat we face.

At the same time, intelligence testing has caused the greatest pro-

blems of a legas? nature, especially in the private sector, of any pre-

employment screening devices. Some of these problems were caused by the

misuse of tests, most commonly by setting cutoffs for minimum competency

that were far higher than those nee'ded for the job. In other cases, the

companies sued by unsucccs.Cul .ipplicants or employees who were passed

over for promotion tailed to perform the necessary validation research to
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document the job relatedness of the test. Those inteiested in some truly

excellent defenses of the need for intelligence testing in pre-employment

screening might well profit from the many collaborative writings of John

Hunter of Michigan State University and Frank Schmidt of the United

States Civil Service Commission.

Since this talk is specifically concerned with the selection of

people in law enforcement and security, I might nate that in this setting,

the particulir type of intellectual measure (abstract reasoning vs. reading

comprehension, for example) is probably less critical than in settings

involviqg highly developed technical abilities. Typically, all forms of

Lntelligence measures correlace positively among themselves and this fact

a-kes most forms of measures suitable. Such tests can be cor: 'eted in

well under an hour.

Tests of Maladjustment: Tests of maladjustment are usually con-

strucLd by selecting items which differentiate normals from selected

psychiatric groups. As such, the items tend to involve admissions of

psychiatric symptoms or denials of positive mental health. The most widely

known of these is the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI).

Other suitable instruments include the Institute of Personality Assessment's

Clinical Analysis Questionnaire, Part II (CAQ-II) and Richard Lanyon's

Psychological Screening Inventory (PSI). The MMPI is easily psychology's

most widely cited test. Hence, more is known about its strengths (most

noticeably its elaborate and sophisticated controls over attempts to "beaL

the test") and weaknes es (most noticaably its 566 item length). The

CAQ-II and PSI are much shorter but, at the same time, lack the degree of
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assessment that can be made as to test takx-q attitudes.

I'll turn later to some general points that apply to all tests, but

there are a couple of important things to note about maladjustment

screening devices, On-- point is that the) differ in a fundamental way

from intelligence and other personality measures in terms of how they

should be used. With a maladjustment screening device, one is primarily

interested in screening out those applicants who are the most maladjusted.

On many scales, people with extremely good (nonmaladjusted) scores don't

out - perform people whose scores are average in the workplace. Con-

versely, if a task makes any intellectual demands at all, there tends to

be a more continuous ("the more, the merrier") relation between test

results and performance.

Secondly, maladjustment screening devices are most effective in de-

tecting traits that are reflective of those thought and emotional (mood)

disturbances seen in psychiatric settiags because they were developed in

that context. In other words, they are extremely good at assessing those

deficits seen among psychiatric inpatients. They are less well suited

(though hardly un suited) to detect personality problems known as conduct

disorders-problems in living due to lobg standing and inflexible traits.

A conduct disorder requiring special note is psychopathy (which

fortunately, ijs evaluated on all major tests of maladjustment). In con-

trast with its popular depiction, it does not necessarily involve aggression.

What it does involve to a very large extent is a pathological search for

excitement. Some indirect evidence for the greater prevalence of this

disorder among law enforcement applicants than similar personnel seen for
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screening (e.g., non-security at nuclear power plants) exists, in that the

percentage of law enforcement applicants with elevated scores on the

MMPI's measure of psychopathy does run higher than these other personnel.

This is not surprising. People with psychopathic traits would be expected

to seek out law enforcement careers for the perceived excitement. What

often happens, of course, is that the real life world of law enforcement

fails to provide this excitement, so they supply their own, thereby

causing mischief, to put it mildly.

There are other forms of conduct disorder. It remains the task of

future research to assess these traits more adequately.

"Normal" Personality Tests: Cattell's Sixteen Personality Factor

tests (the 16 PF, also known as the CAQ-Part I) and Gough's California

Psychological Inventory (CPI) represent the third category of test I will

talk about -oday. These tests measure a variety of traits that are, as

a rule, less directly connected with psychiatric traits than the previous

category, although most of the traits, like the CPI's Responsibility

Scale, have obvious "Good" and "Bad" poles. Specifically, the CPI, which

I have used rather extensively, has 6 scales which measure personality

skills. One would see in a face-to-face or short-term setting such as

Dominuance, 6 scales which assess more long-term traits like Responsibility,

3 scales which measure social intelligence and achievement values and 3

miscellaneous scales (Psychological Mindedness, Intellectual Flexibility

and "Masculinity-Femininity" in the active-passive sense).

Although test results from the MMPI and CPI (or similar pairs of

tests) are certainly not independent of one ancther, they are not intended
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as substitutes. Many people who are not emotionally or psychiatrically

maladjusted lack the skills necessary for success in law enforcement,

especially in a supervisory capacity. I stress this because some suggest

the use of tests like the CPI as a substitute for the MOPI, because the

former contains fewer objectionable items. However, we find that these

objectionable items, like "I have a compulsic- to steal" which is

paraphrased from the MMPI, are acknowledged by a not insignificant per.-

centage of people (1-2%) even after they have been interviewed by personnel

managers and evaluated favorably by them.

Test Validation

It is always proper to ask the question "Has test X been validated

for Law Enforcement work." However, a fair answer cannot always be given

simply.

When most people think of the term validated, they are thinking in

terms of a demonstration empirical relation between scores on the test

and actual work performance. Technically, this is but one of three

accepted forms of validity called Predictive validity. I'll discuss the

other two. (onstruct validity and content validity below.

In one study, we found a small, but statistically significant, i.e.,

non-chance relation between Scale 1 of the MMPI, which was developed

using hypochondriacs as a target group. This was not surprising - Scale 1

consists of items dealing with bodily complaints. It is reasonable to

assume that these people who were more inclined to complain about their

health at the time they were hired will report in sick more often at a

later time. Likewise, we and several others find similar small but
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significant relations between Scale 9 on the MMPI and accident rate-

again no surprise because Scale 9 deals to a large extent with items

reflecting impulsivity. These are the standard sorts of relations

reflecting predictive validity.

Now consider the following; MMPI scale 8 consists of various items.

reflective of unusual and inappropriate thoughts and ideas. It was

developed using hospitalized schizophrenics as a target group. Using the

T-score scale standard on the MMPI, normal groups average around 50 and

hospitalized schizophrenics around 70. The latter is a conventional

cutoff defining an elevated score on that scale.

Suppose you got MMPI measures from a group of people performing a

task potentially dangerous to others such as police officers or nuclear

reactor operators. You might well find no relation or a minimal relation

between scores on Scale 8 and measures of job performance. Does this

mean the measure is invalid? Hardly! In the course of analyzing your

data, you would probably note that with almost any decent form of personnel L
selection, there will be very few people with high scores on Scale 8.

This will obviously be the case when the MMPI is explicitly used as a

selection tool but will also occur to some extent when ordinary inter-

viewing is used because people who act "strange" are less likely to be

hired than people who act more normally. In short, those people most

likely to do untoward things are screened out and, hence, not given an

opportunity to confirm the relation between scores on Scale 8 and poor

Judgment on the job. The technical name for this vitally important reason

why even highly valid tests are likely to show low correlations with
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on-the-job performance is range restriction.

Fortunately, we don t t need to hire a group of schizophrenics to show

that they perform more poorly than normals in order to use Scale 8. What

we can do however, is resort to construct rather than predictive validity

as a strategy by showing that (a) the ability to think in a conventional,

logical manner is Job-related and (b) the difference between normals vs.

schizophrenics and others with thought impairments on Scale 8 is supportive

of this scale as an index of ability to think conventionally. More

generally, construct validity entails showing that a measure indexes a

particular trait.

Though content validity is less applicable here than in other settings,

it is useful to note in passing. It refers in essence to "testing by

doing," i.e., by showing that the behaviors sampled on a test are also

those demanded by the job. Tests of specific skills like typing are

frequently validated in this manner.

In performing a predictive validity study for a local police force,

we observed what has been suggested by others. Both CPI and *MPI measures

relate in the expected manner with a variety of objective , but limited

measures of performance of police officers. Better adjusted and more

socially adequate officers took fewer sick days, had fewer accidents, etc.

As further expected, these relations were relatively low. We also found

that relations with more global measures, the supervisory ratings were

stronger, but in the "~wrong"~ direction. Better adjusted and more socially

skilled officers were rated more poorly by their supervisors.

This is clearly a relation that should not be taken at its face value.
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Being neurotic, psychotic or character disordered does not a better

officer make. Rather, tt reveals the difficulties in using supervisory

ratings and, more generally, in defining adequate, global criterion

measures. What best seems to fit the facts is Lhat supervisors preferred

the more maladjusted and unskilled officers, because these officers were

also the more submissive and less threatening to them.

Millions of dollars have been spent trying to define adequate

criteria and I wish I had a ready answer to suggest a single, simply

obtainable measure to you. I don't. I certainly can tell you that you

individually may have a good ideaof what a good law enforcement officer

or, more generally, subordinate, is, and you probably do. However, your

concept may turn out to be very different from your colleague's concept

and (let's blame him); his idea may be unrelated or inversely related to

yours or any other meaningful definition.

I don't want to make the problem seem insurmountable, only complex.

Well trained people in test construction and utilization methods

(psychometricians) learn how to combine objective indices like sick days,

accident rate, superivsory ratings and other sources of data such as peer

ratings to have their individual liabilities offset one another. There

is no substitute for clarity of thought on any matter. However, the

modern computer and associated data analytic techniques allow thought

about validation to be implemented in a manner not possible a generation

ago. As a psychometrician I am biased, but I feel no area of psychology

better reflects the interactions among pure research, applied research

and technology better.
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A Note on Selection of Minorities: The issue of validation is

intimately tied inwith problems of selection from minority groups. Indeed,

the EEOC Uniform Guidelines (1978) explicitly note that test validity is

only an issue when there is adverse :ipaet upon one or more protected

groups of individuals.

Historically, pencil and paper tests of all forms have had adverse

impact upon many cultural and ethnic minorities in much the same manner

as physical agility tests have had upon females. As noted, tests have

been misused because of inappropriately chosen cutoffs, e.g., requiring

people to do things on a test they would never have to do on the job,

or poorly chosen tests.

A particular argunlent that was raised in the 1970's is that a test

may be valid for one group (usually stated as Whites) but may not be

valid for another (usually, Minorities). This is the hypothesis of

differential validity. However, Hunter and Schmidt have looked at the

issue of differential validity. Although their results are somewhat con-

troversial, they argue against the generality of this hypothesis in a way

1. find most convincing.

Because of the appeal of the differential validity hypothesis, let

me spend a minute illustrating how spurious evidence for differential

validity may arise when a predictor itself is (imperfectly) but equally

valid for two groups. I'll use height as a simple example and males and

females as the two groups. Assume, for argument's sake that, in general,

taller people make better police officers and that this relation is equally

true for both sexes. Knowing this, a minimum height requirement of 5'6" is
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set. This requirement might only eliminate 10% or so of the males but

would eliminate 50% or so of the females (the precise numbers don't matter

as long as it is considerably different for the two groups). What is

the effect? The range of heights will be much less for the remaining

females and, due to this important but often overlooked effect of range

restriction, correlations between height and performance will be lower

among those females selected.

While on this point, let me note one more point about the issue of

test bias made by Hunter and Schmidt. There are three clearly discernable

philosophies regarding how one should take minority group differences

into account:

1. One should totally ignore sex, race, etc. in deciding what to

use in personnel selection and select the "best" person.

2. One should correct for biases in selection devices by some

eompensatory device.

3. One should insure representation of minorities in some pro-

portionate sense, i.e., use a quota system.

Each of these philosophies has, I hope, some appeal. The philosophy

of "pick t-e best person" is rooted in our country's values. Also,

recognizing the imperfections of any selection system, it would seem

morally wrong not to correct for sex and racial biases, if they exist.

Finally, most recognize the need for diversity of backgrounds and

adequate representations of various cultural groups in any position.

Hunter and Schmidt show how each of the three philosophical positions

leads to a statistical definition of bias. I will not go into these
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technical issues. Rather, I'll simply go to the conclusion: The inherent

conflict among the three philosophical positions, each of which appears

so worthy by itself, means that a test which is unbiased by one standard

must be biased by another as long as group differences exist!

Validity Across Jobs: I am often asked whether a particular test,

such as the MMPI, is valid for a specific job. At this point in my talk,

I hope the question of what type of validity enters your mind. Here are

some important considerations.

1. Suppose a particular relation exists for one group, say MMPi

Scale I predicts sick days for police officers. If similar factors

operate with a related group, say security officers, and if the under-

lying variability in the trait measured by Scale I is similar, there is

no reason to expect a very different relation. Neither "if" is trivial.

Situational variables affecting the police force and the security

organization can produce substantial differences in motivation to take

days off. Depending upon selection criteria, there may be more, less,

or the same spread on Scale 1 in the new group. The relation would be

stronger, weaker, or the same (based upon experience there would pro-

bably be more in the security officer group).

2. Task analysis is vital to a determination of suitable assess-

ment instruments. You can't determine what skills must be measured in F
applicants unless you know what they are to do. People sharing a

common title in two settings may perform a vastly different function

and require different skills.

3. Gathering criterion data; Using data from a related job is a
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useful start but the process of validation is a continuing one. Relations

between predictors and performance change as the nature of the Job changes.

At DNA, potential adversaries are getting more sophisticated - hence the

demand for an intelligent security force increases. Still, you don't

know how effective your selection program is unless you monitor it. k
4. Don't expect too much from your selection devices. Depending

upon various factors, good selection devices can improve things by about

10 to 30 percent. Various people will try to sell you on "the newest"

psychological test and claim enormous success.

Don't believe it. Too much of what a person does is determined by

factors that are present after a person is hired, i.e., the work environ-

ment, including the attitudes of the sv.ervisor. The technology of

testing hasn't changed all that much. For example, maladjustment screen-

ing devices developed since the MMPI probably don't predict any better

than the MMPI. They are less time consuming from the applicant's stand-

point, which may be a plus, especially if the situation demands several

tests be given. The Millenium hasn't come and, with the limited attention

given to basic research in the behavioral sciences, isn't likely any time

soon. This doesn't mean that what we have to offer isn't valuable, which

it is. It just isn't magical. Consider what a 10 to 30 percent increase

in efficiency of selection with standard (and reasonably cost effective)

assessment devices translates into in dollars and cents terms and you'll

get the message.

v.
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Conclusion

To return to what I said at the beginning of my talk, let me make

the following points in summary:

1. In dealing with selection of police and security officer

personnel, use standard tools to make sure they: (a) possess sufficient A

intelligence, (b) are emotionally stable, and (c) have adequate inter-

personal skills. I prefer the Differential Aptitude Test, the, M1PI and

the CPI, respectively as part of a basic, inexpensive screening battery

(I have been doing some work on a summary report which pools the data

from these tests). Other tests can serve similar purposes.

2. Consider the importance of continued job validation, including

task analysis.

3. Understand the statistical limits on what can be expected from

even the best selection devices and the modifying effects of the work

env ironment .

I THANK YOU.
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